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III

Christos C. Tsagalis

POET AND AUDIENCE:
FROM HOMER TO HESIOD

The influence Homeric epic has exercised on its Hesiodic

counterpart has been at the focus of scholarly research for a

number of years. The majority of Hellenists have zoomed their
scientific lens on the treatment of myth,1 the language, style
and motifs employed in Homer and Hesiod. This contribution
to the ongoing dialogue concerning the relationship of the two
oldest Greek epic traditions aims otherwise. I will set out to
explore the way the Homeric and Hesiodic epic traditions deal

with matters of poetics, such as poet and audience. By studying
how these two traditions deal with themselves, namely what
they consider themselves to be, we may be able to arrive at a

reappraisal of their relationship. Rigid genre classification tends to
screen out the evolutionary process of dealing with generic
conventions,2 which may be altered by the poet or the tradition3
(for those who side with hard-core oralists) in order to create a

special effect on the audience. To this end, I will try to show that
by studying the representations of poet and audience in the Hes-

1 For a recent reappraisal of 'Hesiodic' mythology with special emphasis on
the WD, see W. BLÜMER, Interpretation archaischer Dichtung Die mythologischen
Partien der Erga Hesiods I-II (Munster 2001)

2 On the 'genre' of didactic poetry and Hesiod as its initiator, see F MONTA-
NARI, Introduzione a Omero, con uri appendice su Esiodo (Firenze 1990), 135-137

3 For a detailed presentation of questions dealing with the Hesiodic tradition
from the point of view of oral theory, see R LAMBERTON, Hesiod (New Haven
and London 1988), 1-37.
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iodic tradition and by comparing them to its Homeric predecessor,

one is able to re-determine their relation and arrive at a

better understanding of generic limits, especially if genre-cohesion

does not exclude shifts from a traditional model but must
be rather seen as a more fluid framework.

1. The Poet

I will, therefore, first study the representation of the poet in
the Homeric and Hesiodic epic traditions by focusing my interest

on the following three aspects: (a) the proems, (b) what the
science of narratology calls "commentary", i.e. "'speech acts that

go beyond narrating, describing, or identifying'4 and which
strongly suggest the implied author's own persona",5 and (c)

common metaphors used for the poet and his craft.

1.1 The Proems: Beginning a song, introducing a song-tradition

The presence of the Muses in the proem of the Theogony is

of crucial importance for understanding the aims of Hesiodic

poetry. Addressing the Muse is, needless to say, a typologically
established song-beginning pattern, bearing the trademark of
the two Homeric epics.6 A closer look, though, shows that the

4 See S. Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structures in Fiction and
Film (Ithaca, NY 1978), 228.

5 K. Stoddard, The Narrative Voice in the Theogony of Flesiod (Leiden-
Boston 2004), 162.

6 For the proem of the Iliad, see ]. Griffin, Homer on Life and Death (Oxford
1980), 118 ff; G.S. KIRK, The Iliad. A Commentary (Cambridge 1985), 51-53;
J. Latacz, Homer. Der erste Dichter des Abendlands (München-Zürich ä1997
[1985]), 98-104; Homers Ilias Gesamtkommentar\.\.2 (München-Leipzig 2000),
11-23. For the proem of the Odyssey, see: S.E. BASSETT, "The Proems of the Iliad
and the Odyssey', in AJPh 44 (1923), 339-348; A. VAN GRONINGEN, "The Proems
of the Iliad and the Odyssey", in Meded. Konmkl. Ned. Akad. van Wetensch. Afd.
Letterkunde N.R. 9.8 (1946), 279-294; K. RüTER, Odysseeinterpretationen.
Untersuchungen zum ersten Buch und zur Phaiakis (Göttingen 1969), 28-52; A N. Map-
QNITH2, 'AvaCrirrjori xai vocstoq tov 'Odvoaea. 'H diaXexTixij xrjc, 'Odvoosiag
(Ä07)va 61971), 73-91; J.S. CLAY, "The Beginning of the Odyssey", m AJPh 97
(1976), 313-326; A. Lenz, Das Proem desfrühen griechischen Epos. Em Beitrag zum
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invocation of the Muses in the proems of the two major Hes-
iodic epics is much more systematically and thoroughly
pursued. Whereas the Iliadic and Odyssean proems restrict themselves

to one (II. 1.1: 0ea) and two (Od 1.1: Moocra, 1.10: 0ea)

references to the Muse respectively, the proems of the Theogony
and of the WD develop these invocations, the former into a

divine epiphany, the latter into a systematic hymnic invocation.
In the Theogony proem (1-115), the Muses who inhabit

mount Helicon are presented as dancing around a spring and
the altar of Zeus (3-4). Their carefully described localization is

at odds with their vague invocation in the Iliadic and Odyssean

proems. The plural apycopsO' (Th. 1: Mouaacov 'EAixamaSoov

äpycopeO' astSsiv), which is opposed to the present apyopat.
employed in the proem of the Homeric Hymn to Demeter1 (as

well as in the proem of 7 of the shorter Homeric Hymns),8
should not be regarded as grammatical trivia. In Iliad 2.485-
486: upefi; yap 0sod ectte, TCapeare te, Ictte ts rcavTa, | 7)psip Se

xlkioc, olov äxouopsv, oü8s ti t'Spsv, and in Odyssey 1.10: xcov

apo0£v ye, 0sa, 0uyaxsp Atop, ems xod TjpTv, where poet and

poetischen Selhstverstandnis (Bonn 1980), 49-64; J.S. Clay, The Wrath ofAthena.
Gods and Men in the Odyssey (Princeton 1983), 9-53; G.E. DlMOCK, The Unity
of the Odyssey (Princeton 1989), 5-12; A. Ford, Homer. The Poetry of the Past

(Ithaca-London 1992), 18-31; V. PEDRICK, "The Muse Corrects: The Opening
of the Odyssey', in YCS 29 (1992), 39-62; T.R. WALSH, "Odyssey 1.6-9: a Little
more than Kine", in Mnemosyne 48 (1995), 392-403; P. PUCCI, The Song of the

Sirens. Essays on Homer (Lanham-Boulder-New York-Oxford 1998), 11-29; I.J.F.
DE Jong, A Narratologtcal Commentary on the Odyssey (Cambridge 2001), 5-8;
C.C. TSAGALIS, "Detextualizing Homer: Intonation Units, Background Knowledge,

and the Proems of the Iliad and the Odyssey', in EEAth 36 (2004-2005),
281-291.

7 Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 2.1: AvjpTjTp' Tpxopov ctEpvvjv 0eov apyop' asiSsiv.
8 Homeric Hymn to Athena, 11.1: IlaAAaS' AOvjvalrjv £pum7tToXiv apyop' aeiSeiv

— Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 13.1: Ay)p.7)Tp' ^uxopov aspvy)v 0eov apyop' aelSeiv

— Homeric Hymn to Asclepius, 16.1: 'l7)TY)pa voctcov ActxAyjttiov apyop' ädSsiv —
Homeric Hymn to Poseidon, 22.1: 'Ap<pi riocrEiSatova, peyav 0eov, apyop' ixeiSeiv

— Homeric Hymn to the Muses and Apollo, 25.1: Mouaätov apycopat AtoAXcovoc;

te Aio<; te — Homeric Hymn to Dionysus, 26.1: KicrooxopTjv Aiovuaov Ipißpopov
apyop' äslSeiv — Homeric Hymn to Athena, 28.1: IlaAAaS' 'A0v)vaiy)v, xuSpr)v 0eov,

apyop' aslSeiv.
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audience seem to converge at the end of the proem, the poetic
voice employs the plural 'we' in contrast to the plural 'you'. In
the aforementioned examples from the Homeric epics the plural
highlights the antithesis between human inability and divine
omniscience in respect of poetics. Conversely, in Hesiod the

plural apytop.e0'(a) aims at enlarging the proem's scope by
including both poet and Muses, who initially shared a tutor-student

relation. Hesiodic song will be verbalized by a common
voice, the voice of the inspired poet who, having received the

gift of song from the Muses, is able to sing with them and

through them. Thus, the plural apyd>pe0'(a), prepares the

ground for a meticulous description of the process of poet-Muse
convergence through the presentation of their meeting in
mount Helicon and the ensuing Dichterweihe. Under this light,
the plural <xpxcops0'(a) acquires a secondary, figurative meaning,

which becomes all the more important within the framework

of a poem like the Theogony that is especially concerned
with the first beginnings of the world. In this way, the
Hesiodic tradition emphatically deviates from its Homeric
counterpart, not only in respect of the poet-Muse relation but also

in determining the song's starting point. By making within the
framework of song the beginning of the Theogony coincide with
the beginnings of the world this epic describes, the Hesiodic
tradition makes a profound statement that distinguishes it from
its Homeric rival, since neither the Iliad nor the Odyssey take up
the story ab ovo.

The choice of Helicon for the shepherd's initiation into
poetry is indicative of the poetic targeting of the theogonic
proem. The non-Olympian localization of the Muses aims at

highlighting their distinction from the well-known Olympian
Muses of Homeric song. The epithet 'OAupuaSsp will be later
on employed in the Theogony (25, 52) but only in retrospect,
within the analeptic reference to the shepherd's poetic initiation.

The first verse of the Theogony is verbalized by the united
voice of poet and Muses, who acquired their new identity and
are called Heliconian, just as the unknown shepherd has become
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Hesiod, the one who utters or emits song'.9 Under this light,
Helicon is not a simple geographical location but a term of Hes-
iodic poetic topography, the birthplace of the Hesiodic tradition,
which needs its own Muses for its own special kind of epic song.

The ensuing activity of the Muses is divided into two songs,
one pre- (2-21) and the other post-initiatory (36-52). This
distinction is narratively underscored by the timelessness of the
first song and the temporal aspect of the second.10 Whereas the
first song is void of temporal references, the second one is replete
with temporal markers placed at marked positions within the
hexameter line (45: el; 4py% •••> 46: ot t' ex tow syevovxo
47: Seoxepov ocüte 48: [apyopievat 6' XYjyouaaf x' ...], 50:
a5xi<;). The narrative fissure between the two songs is further
effectuated by the cryptic formula about "the oak and the rock".
The question-shaped form of this stereotypical expression paves
the way for the temporalization of the second song, which is

made possible only after and because of the divine epiphany of
the Muses and the Dichterweihe. The words of the Muses are

presented as secondary focalization embedded in direct speech.
This choice increases their special weight as it makes possible the

presentation of the poetic initiation not only from the primary
narrators point of view in indirect discourse (30-34) but also

from that of the Muses in direct speech (26-28). In a nutshell,
on the one hand the theogonic proem deliberately encapsulates
the derogatory comments of the Muses against the shepherds,
whereas it downplays on the other their positive advice

concerning the poetic inspiration of the initiated shepherd. The
relevant passage reads as follows (Th. 24-29):

tovSe Se [as npcoTtoxa Gsai Kpo<; [auGov eentov,
Moutrat 'OXu[ATCtdSe<;, xoupai Atop cdytoyoto'
"7roi,[Asv£p aypauXoi, xax' sXsyyea, yaaxspep o£ov,

tS(A0v ifisuSea TcoXXa Xsysiv sxu[Aotcn.v ofAoia,

9 See G. NAGY, Greek Mythology and Poetics (Ithaca and London 1990), 47.
On insightful criticism of the use and abuse of the Hesiodic landscape as

'historical' reality by the so-called 'biographists', see LAMBERTON 1988, 27-37.
10 See Stoddard 2004, 131-133
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iSpcv 8' süt' £0sXa>fX£v <xX7]0sa y7]püaaa0ca."
cb? Ecpacrav xoüpai pcyaXou Ali? dcpxie7tei<xi.

The repetitive (25 & 29) reference to the divine identity of the
Muses and the underscoring of their origin from Zeus, emphatically

placed in the speech introduction and closure, frame their
speech and acquire their full semantical potential only when
compared with the three-colon address to the shepherds
(•xoipevs? aypauXoi, xax' eXeyysoc, yaaxspsp olov). The plural
used to designate both the Muses, who are considered to be a

unified, single group of divinities, and the shepherds, the

derogatory tone of the Muses' speech that levels all differences
between humans and the animals they look after by attributing
to them characteristics of these animals (26: yaaxspe? olov), and
last but not least the antithesis between the Ixupa (27) and the
aXvjGfa (28), clearly show that the Hesiodic tradition aims at

making the distinction between gods and men the main motif
of the Dichterweihe. This last observation is crucial for the poetics

of the Theogony as illustrated in the programmatic proem of
this epic. The terms sxupa and aXyflea designate human and
divine truth respectively, i.e. they refer to two different forms of
truth, human truth (exupa), which depends on limited knowledge

of physical reality, and divine truth (äXrjösa), which is

completely independent from any physical constraints.11 The
aforementioned distinction is very different from that between truth
and lies in the Odyssey, since it introduces into the language of
the Theogony a sort of relativism, since human truth (exupa) is

presented as something unstable, changing and, therefore, as a

form of falsehood.

11 The term exupa is related to the verb 'to be' and, therefore, indicates 'real'
things, i.e. things perceived as real by humans, whereas akrßia designate things,
which are deprived of the element of oblivion (Xv)0yj) and stretch beyond human
knowledge. The Muses are capable not only of saying many lies which are similar

to human truth (exupa) but also of uttering, in the form of authority-conferring
religious language (yyjptiaaaOaO, eternal truth transcending human knowledge,

a form of truth immune to deception. For exupa and <xX7]0ea, see L.H.
PRATT, Lying and Poetry from Homer to Pindar. Falsehood and Deception in Archaic
Greek Poetics (Ann Arbor 1993), 95-113.
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This distinction is reinforced by the use of different verbal
forms in respect to sTupta and äÄY]0ea. The verb Aeysiv, which
is used with £Ti>p.a, simply refers to the utterance of speech, not
to its evaluation, as is the case with the infinitive yTjpucraciöai
that belongs to religious language, which is, by definition,
authoritative. In this post-Promethean world, divine speech is

often an unsolvable riddle, a semantical conundrum whose content

humans will always struggle to decypher. Thus, verse 27
(iSpev ipeuSsa tzoAAgc Aeyetv exup-oiaiv opoia) despite its dictional
similarities with Od. 19.203 (L'ctxs 'fsuSea tzoKka Asycov eTiipoicnv

opiola), where the external narrator reminds his audience that
Odysseus is capable of employing false or fictional stories (his
famous Trugrede) to achieve his goal, follows a different orbit
from its Homeric counterpart. Keeping its distance from the
absolute distinction between truth and falsehood the Odyssey is

so fond of, the speech of the Muses indicates that the language
of the Theogony will indeed be a jigsaw puzzle deliberately hard

to solve.12

It is within this intepretive framework that we must place the
aorist tenses devoted to the Dicbterweihe, which are attested in
verses 22-33. The Hesiodic tradition amply uses the aorist, a

pseudo-past tense, in order to point to the performance per se of
the Theogony. Drawing on the powerful insights of Bakker,13 who

12 See PRATT 1993, 110-111, who rightly observes that the slippery and evasive

language of the Muses is a riddle the initiated poet needs to solve. The
language of the Hesiodic Muses reflects the dual nature of poetic speech, whose
enchantment is based on the blurring of truth and fiction. See P. PUCCI, Hesiod
and the Language ofPoetry (Baltimore and London 1977), 8-16. On the meaning

of ETupoc, see T. KRISCHER, "ETTMOE und AAH0H2", in Philologw 109

(1965), 161-173; H Hommel, "Wahrheit und Gerechtigkeit. Zur Geschichte
und Deutung eines BegrifFspaares", m Antike und Abendland 15 (1969), 159-186;
J.S. Clay, Hesiod's Cosmos (Cambridge 2003), 60-61, 78.

13 See E.J. BARKER, "Storytelling m the Future: Truth, Time and Tense in
Homeric Epic", in Written Voices, Spoken Signs. Tradition, Performance, and the Epic
Text, ed. by E.J. Barker & A. Kahane (Cambridge, Mass.-London 1997), 11-
36; "Pointing to the Past: Verbal Augment and Temporal Deixis in Homer", in
Euphrosyne. Studies m Ancient Epic and its Legacy in Elonor ofDimitris N. Marom-
tis, ed. by J.N. Kazazis and A. Rengakos (Stuttgart 1999), 50-65; "Similes, Aug-
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has shown that the augment was not a temporal marker but a

deictic prefix designating the act described by the verb in respect
of place, I would like to argue that these aorists are a sophisticated

mechanism of creating vividness (evapyeia), the very means

epic poetry amply uses to present past events, as if they are actually

happening in front of the audience's eyes, at the moment
the bard is singing his song. The alternation between unaug-
mented and augmented past tenses in Homeric poetry is reflected

in their distribution in speeches and main narrative. Ifwe extend
these observations to Hesiodic poetry and in particular to the

proem of the Theogony, we can plausibly argue that the aorists

of the Dichterweihe do not simply underline the Muses'
subjugation to human temporality, but function as a means of asserting

that the Theogony is the par excellence reenactment of this
divine epiphany. Under this light, the very utterance of this
particular theogonic song acquires an almost ritual-cultic status: the
Hesiodic Theogony reenacts through its very performance the
divine epiphany of the Muses, which is conjured up from poetic
memory and is 'reiterated' in place and time, during the hie et

nunc of the performance, in front of a real audience.
The poetic effect of this process is noteworthy. Handling time

becomes the poetic metalanguage of the Theogony in order to
'translate' divine timelessness or extra-timeness into a linear

sequence of genealogies that is about to begin. The transformation

of divine a-temporality into human time, which progresses
in a vertical manner, is facilitated by the use of catalogues
organized according to the model of genealogies, with which the
audience would be familiar enough.

The proem of the WD is much shorter than that of the
Theogony but its poetological interest is undeniable. Its principle

features can be summarized in the following list: two
addressees (the Muses, 1-2 and Zeus, 9-10), emphatic reitera-

ment, and the Language of Immediacy", in Speaking Volumes. Orality and Literacy

in the Ancient Greek and Roman World, ed. by J. WATSON (Leiden 2001), 1-
23. See also Stoddard 2004, 135-136.
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tion of Zeus' ease to offer justice and punishment, and a remarkably

clear declaration of the poetic 'I' as well as of the internal
addressee of the epic.

Mouaai IIieptrjGsv, (xoiStjcu xXsiouaat.,
SsÜTE, A" EVVSTtETE CTCpSTSpOV 7tOCT£p' UfXVElOUaat,,

ov re Sta ßpoxoi. avSpsp 6fxw<; acpaxot te cpaxoi te
pyjTot t' appyjToi te Aiop p.sydXot.0 exyjte..

psa pisv yap ßpiasi, psa Ss ßpiaovTa yaXsTCTEi,

psia 8' äpt^Xov puvuBst xal ocSyjXov aE^Et,

psta Se t' lÖuvel axoXiov xai äy/)vopa xapcpst
Zeu<; cupißpsfjLS-rv]^ op UTCEpTaxa Scofxava vafsi.
xXÜ0l tSwV ättov TE, StX7) S' 10UVE 0EpUCTTap

tow]' lyw Se xe rispaT) sryjTUfxa jiu0Y)cjaL[i.7)v.

These features show that the role of the narrator will be very
different from that of the Theogony. The speaking voice in the WD
is an internal narrator, one who will participate in the epics plot
and will relate 'in his own name' events directly linked to him.
I will return to this characteristic of the WD, which permeates
the entire poem and finds numerous manifestations in the 'I-
you' interaction, in the apostrophes to the narratee, in the
second person verbal forms and in the stark imperatives employed
throughout this epic. The proem of the WD, despite its limited
length, is programmatic in respect to the role both of the speaking

T and of his internal audience in the poem. Diverging not
only from the Theogony, where the speaking voice disappears
after the lengthy proem but also from the Iliad and the Odyssey,

where the T of the narrator is almost covert as it is just
mentioned by the datives of the personal pronoun, the proem of the
WD inaugurates a poem characterized by the bold step towards
the creation of an internal narrator.

1.2 'Commentary'

By 'commentary', I designate "speech acts that go beyond
narrating, describing, or identifying"14 and "strongly suggest the

14 Chatman 1978, 228.
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implied author's own persona".15 These speech acts take the form
of direct comments offered by the narrator, who is constantly
commenting on his own narrative.16 Stoddard has recently
argued that the narrator of the Theogony employs commentary'
both on the level of the 'story' and on the level of the
'discourse'17 in order to allude to his own persona.18 When
commenting on the 'story', the narrator pauses only to offer his own
view about his text, by engaging himself in explaining, judging,
or interpreting his own words. When commenting on the
'discourse', the narrator freely indulges in making "explicit reference

to his activity as narrator".19 Let us first deal with
'commentary' concerning the story.

One form of'commentary', happily coined 'explanatory',20 is

used in order to supply the audience with information that the

narrator has acquired through his divine inspiration by the
Muses. Such are the cases of name-etymologizing, which is based

on knowledge that the poet could otherwise not have possibly
possessed. The audience would, at all probability, comprehend
that this etymologizing obsession is a hint offered by the narrator,

as textual representative of the poet, showing that he has

been divinely inspired, that he is no longer the ignorant shepherd

in Helicon but the omniscient mouthpiece of the Muses.

At the same time, etymologies of proper names help the narrator

disclose the poetic persona hidding behind him. Etymologizing21

per se confirms a process of name-memorization, posi-

15 Stoddard 2004, 162.
16 See R. NÜNLIST, "Hesiod", in Narrators, Narratees, and Narratives in Ancient

Greek Literature, ed. by I.J.F. DE JONG, R. NÜNLIST & A. BOWIE, Studies in
Ancient Greek Narrative I (Leiden-Boston 2004), 25-34 [29].

17 S. RICHARDSON, The Homeric Narrator (Nashville, Tenn. 1990), 140.
18 Stoddard 2004, 162.
19 Stoddard 2004, 163.
20 Richardson 1990, 141-143.
21 On etymologizing in Hesiod, see K.VON Fritz, "Das Hesiodische in den

Werken Hesiods", in Hesiode et son influence, Fondation Hardt, Entretiens sur
l'antiquite classique 7 (Vandoeuvres-Geneve 1962), 53-58. The impressive density

of etymologies attested in Hesiod cannot, in my opinion, be explained either
through his desire to disclose some hidden reality concerning the nature of the
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tively evaluating catalogs and lists. In oral composition in front
of a real-time audience, names do not simply function as in a

written text. By recalling creatures of the past or summoning
creatures of a non-human time and place in present time and

place, the narrator makes them tangible realities at the very
moment of the performance of his song. Under this scope,
etymologizing reinforces their existence in the present of the
performance. The singer shows to his audence that 'his' theogonic
version of the creation of the divine world is the most authoritative,

since it does not simply refer to some gods or semi-divine
creatures but revives through language integral parts of their
existence or shape. When the audience hears that the Cyclopes
had acquired their name because of a huge, round eye in their
forehead (Th. 144-145: KoxXorrcep 8' ovop' Vjaav sTrwvupov,
ouvsx' apa acpswv / xuxXoTepY)<; ocpQaXpop eetp svexsvro peTCOTCw),

we can plausibly argue that the singer is showing to his listeners

not only his ability to refer to the Cyclopes, but also that he

is aware of the unbreakable link between language and meaning,

since the name Cyclops is a dictional icon of an anatomic
characteristic of the Cyclopes, their round eye. Needless to say,
the mental image of a huge giant with a round eye in the
forehead would easily come to the audience's mind, who would
appreciate the singer s ability to make them visualize the content
of his narrative.

Another form of'commentary' is the so-called 'judgement' or
'critical commentary'.22 In this case, the narrator is not addressing

directly his audience but employs evaluative language
expressing his view or opinion about a character of the 'story'.
These narrative tactics are common in the Homeric epics, taking

the form of epithets modifying a character of the plot. In
the Odyssey proem, the evaluative term nepioi (1.8: vy)7uoi) may

gods or by his interest in newly invented deities. Etymologizing has to be examined

within a performance-based framework, i.e as an authority-conferring
process for the singer.

22 Richardson 1990, 158; Stoddard 2004, 167.
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be considered an early case of'critical commentary', which functions

like a narrative hybrid, as it is later on constantly employed
throughout the entire epic. In Hesiodic epic, the function of
critical comments of this sort is twofold: first, it is a gesture on
the part of the narrator towards his audience, as he allows himself

to intrude in the 'story and influence their judgement, and

secondly, it is a sophisticated authority-conferring means to
Hesiodic song. By fostering a technique of 'critical commentary'
established by Homeric epic, Hesiodic tradition exploits at full
length the status of its famous predecessor and makes its own
identity recognizable through the usurpation of status-conferring
narrative tactics. The 'neutral' name-listing and catalogue-offering

is interrupted by the intrusion of a personal voice, as in the

following example from the Theogony (950-955):

"HßTjv 8' ÄXx[AT]V7)c; xaAAicrcpupou aAxipiop uLop,

tp 'HpaxArjop, TsXscrap crrovoEvrap äsGAoup,
TtaiSa Atop [xsyaAoto xat "Hpyjp ypuaoTteStXou,
od8oerjv Get' axotxtv ev OuXupiTCW vtcpoevTt'
öAßiop, op fiiya spyov sv äöavavotcnv ävucraap

vaiEt (X7TY)[xavT0p xal ayijpaop 7)p.aTa 7tavra.

The mythological item "HßT) in the divine catalogue of the

Theogony is organized, as other mythological items of the same

or equivalent content, on the basis of the marriage of this 'lem-
matized' goddess with Heracles, son of Zeus and Alcmene. The
narrator exploits the occasion offered by such a famous hero as

Heracles, a symbol of the world of humans in the Theogony,
whose special role in the poem the audience is well aware of
due to the narrative digressions concerning the descendants of
Keto and the excursus on Prometheus. By embedding a
personal comment in the item "llßy, which stands outside the limits

of the plot, the Hesiodic tradition lets its audience infer that
'this tradition' has absolute control of the mythical variants it
avails itself of, that what seems a prima facie mythological
companion in verse bears the lasting imprint of a carefully planned
and scrupulously executed personal selection. By using the
epithet ÖAßiop, the Hesiodic song 'looks in perspective at' the
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mythological material it lemmatises, it actually views it
backwards, from the future, which, needless to say, is possible only
for the external narrator, the textual representative of the poet.
Should we examine the 'lemmata' or items devoted to divinities
in this part of the Theogony, we will notice that only in this
'lemma' the focus, as it can be inferred from the deification
process, is not on a female figure, but on a male character. The
special emphasis laid on Heracles (further underscored not only
by the critical comment oXßtoc but also by the relative expansion

oc; peya epyov Iv aOavaTOicuv ocwaoat;) triggers a personal
comment made by the narrator. This highlighting of Heracles
and his privileging by the narrator must be connected with the

special weight Heracles has as a mediator between the world of
the humans and the world of the immortals, a topic belonging
to the thematic kernel of the Theogony. By interrupting the

monotonous sequence of lemmatised figures with the insertion
of a critical comment, the Hesiodic song leaves its trademark on
its proposed theogonic version. Placed at the end of the epic, the
Heracles comment allows the Hesiodic tradition to make its

presence strongly felt.
Another form of commentary may be called 'interpretive'.23

It consists of remarks the narrator makes, aiming at convincing
his audience to adopt his hermeneutical stance. According to
Stoddard,24 the passage devoted to the myth ofTyphoeus,
followed by a description of the disastrous consequences the winds
have for mortal men, is a kind of 'interpretive' commentary,
since the narrator attempts to attribute meaning to the present
state of things by using mythical material pertaining to an
immortal-mortal conflict. In Theogony 869-880, the narrator
embarks on a description of divine activity and continues by an

exposition of its results for both the divine and human worlds.
In this way, he assumes the role of a mediator between the
divine and human spheres, bringing his audience closer to a

23 Richardson 1990, 148; Stoddard 2004, 170-176.
24 Stoddard 2004, 171-172.
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world that only 'he' of all people is able to know, due to the
mediation of the Muses. What the Muses have offered to him,
he is now offering to his audience.

Narratorial comments on the 'discourse' are also attested in
the Hesiodic poems. In his list of direct comments offered by
the narrator, Nünlist25 mentions statements of 'eternal truths',
such as maxims and aetiological explanations. Comments of this
kind are regularly found in the Homeric epics, but the extent
of narratorial interruption is much greater in Hesiod, as can be

observed in the following passage (Th. 556-557):

ex tou 8' dcOavcxTOtatv etc! y0ovt cpGA' <xv0p«7ta>v
xodoua' öavea Aeuxa SurjsvTwv em ßwfxcov.

The narrator's insistence on the continuity of cult practice down
to his own and the audience's time bridges the gap between the

remote past of the narrative and the 'present' of the performance.

By doing so, the Hesiodic narrator not only intrudes in
the discourse, but also indirectly asserts his own undisputed
command over the entire performance. He implies to his audience

that it is his own Theogony that explains a reality
surrounding them and, therefore, its supremacy is confirmed by
this same reality the audience are aware of. In other words, the

narrator figuratively 'allows' the audience to check the accuracy
of his song by connecting it with what is familiar to them.

Like his Homeric counterpart, the Hesiodic narrator marks
the end of a narrative section by offering a short summary.26
Theogony 362-363 is a typical example:

aüxoa ap' 'Qxeavoü xal TyjÖuop l^eyevovTO
TrpsaßuxaTai. xoöpar TtoAAai ye piev etai xal aAAat.

If we paraphrase the content of these two verses, then the

purpose of the summary becomes obvious: 'These were the oldest

daughters born to Oceanos and Tethys; there are, of course,

25 Nünlist 2004, 29; Stoddard 2004, 54-55.
26 See also Th. 263-264, 362-363, 448-449, 613.
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many others'. By marking the end of a section with such a 'selection'-

based statement, the narrator indicates to his audience
that it is his own decision to include in his list only a limited
number of Oceanids. His version is selective, bearing the seal of
the tradition he belongs to. Summarizing comments of this kind
are also known from Homer. At the end of the Catalogue of
Ships, by far the longest catalogue in Homeric epic, the narrator

marks its closure with the following verse {II. 2.760): oOrot

<xp' ^yepovet; Aavacov xoct, xolpavot 9jaav. The same is the case

with statements indicating that the narrator has offered only a

selection from a much longer list. At the end of the Catalogue
of Nereids in II. 18.49, the audience is informed by the narrator

that 'there also were other Nereids at the bottom of the sea',

but the narrator refrains from mentioning nominatim: aXXaf 0'
od xaTa ßsv0o<; öikoc, N^p^i'Sec; Vjctav.27

One last category of 'commentary' on the level of 'discourse'

occurs when the narrator makes direct references to the very act
of poetic composition and performance of his song. A locus

communis is Th. 369-370:

tcov Övop' äpyaXeov raxv-rtov ßpoxov avSpa evuxxstv,
oi Ss IxacTTOi iaacnv, octoi, TCEpivoasTaouat,.

In these two verses, the narrator makes his presence strongly
felt. His inability to recall all the names of the rivers constitutes
a typologically established technique of epic poetry, whose
Homeric echoes are easily discernible {II. 2.489-490: oüS' s'i

pot Sexa pev yXwcram, Ssxa 8e aTopa-r' sisv, / cpcovr) 8' appvjx-
toc;, yaXxsov 8s pot Vjxop svsly]). This narrative technique does

not only aim at an implicit recognition of the importance
of the Muses' gift but also at evaluating the act of narrative
itself.28

27 I have deliberately excluded from my study introductory statements because

they are all attested in the WD, where there is an internal narrator, 'Hesiod', who
according to my non-autobiographical reading of the Hesiodic poems is distinct
from the poet or the tradition he represents.

28 Nünlist 2004, 29.
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The above examination of several categories of commentary'
both on the level of the 'story' and on the level of 'discourse'
shows that the Hesiodic narrator, with greater intensity and,
sometimes, different focus, avails himself of narrative techniques
Homeric epic occasionally employs. These techniques are
perhaps more crucial to the Theogony than to the Homeric poems.
This is due to the fact that the Theogony is practically deprived
of an internal audience in the form of narratee or narratees. One
needs only to bring in mind the multiple internal audiences the

Iliad and the Odyssey dispose of to comprehend the difference.
Lack of narratees necessarily robs the Theogony of alternate

means through which the Homeric narrator makes his presence
felt: presentation through negation {Th. 488, 529, 687) is less

frequent than in Homer, an 'if-not situation' occurs only once
(Th. 836-838), temporal anachronies are basically excluded
because of the strictly genealogical and chronological blueprint
the Theogony follows.29 Despite all these narrative deficiencies,
the Hesiodic tradition has taken great pains to build upon a

solid genealogical scaffolding an epic composition of considerable

merit.

1.3 Common metaphors for poet and poetry: the poet as farmer
and seafarer50

One of the most noteworthy forms of metaphor in epic

poetry is the one concerned with the presentation of the poet
as a skilled artisan. Scholars, like Schmitt31 and Campanile have

convincingly shown that this attitude towards poetry reflects,
in fact, an old indoeuropean tradition. The poet is a tcxtcov
stccov and his activity is equal to that of a professional.

29 See NÜNLIST 2004, 28.
30 See X.K. TEArrAAHE, "noty)a7) xai 7toi7)tixy) crro vjoioSeio corpus", in

Movaäcov 71oyio/irda: o Ha'io&oc, xai tj anyatxrj enixrj noirjor), ed. by N.II. iVInE-

ZANTAKOS & X.K. TSAtTAAHS ('A0y)va 2006), 139-255.
31 R. SCHMITT, Dichtung und Dichtersprache in indogermanischer Zeit (Wiesbaden

1967), 295-306; E. CAMPANILE, Ricerche dt culturapoetica indoeuropea (Pisa
1977), 35-54.
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Hesiodic poetry, especially in the WD, consistently shows a

certain poetological concern, mainly through metaphors
concerning two of its core sections, the 'Agriculture' and the 'Nau-
tilia'. The 'Agriculture' section (383-617) contains such an extensive

network of similarities between the lives of farmer and poet,
that certain scholars have suggested a figurative reading of this
entire part of the WD?2 By presenting the specialized knowledge
the farmer possesses as analogous to that of the poet and by
connecting the skills of both these craftsmen to Zeus, the guiding

principle permeating the entire poem, the Hesiodic tradition
is able to introduce itself in stark manner, assimilating the poet
to a craftsman whose work is familiar to the audience.

The 'labor and beggary' sub-section (383-404) begins by
determining the right season for undertaking farming activities,
such as ploughing and harvesting. The initial phrase nXvpaSwv
'ArXayevEcov £7n.T£ÄXop.svaa>v / apysa0' apy)TOU, äporoto Se Sucro-

pievacov (383-384) contains the verb apyopiai and therefore
recalls its programmatic use at the proem of the Theogony and
the proems of the Homeric Hymns?3 The poetological function
of apyopou is guaranteed by its traditional referentiality, its

metonymic use in epic poetry. Thus, the 'Agriculture' section

begins in the same way as Hesiodic poetry, an observation that
plausibly points to the 'farmer-poet' scenario. Moreover, the

disappearance of the Pleiads in the sky for a period of fourty days
and nights must be interpreted by the means of the Hesiodic

poetic metalanguage, as indicating a negative condition the
farmer has to endure until he is allowed to begin cultivating the
land and living a prosperous life. The appearance of the Pleiads

in the sky (WD 387: cpouvovvai) is expressed in terms analogous

32 New studies have deepened our knowledge of the importance of the
'Agriculture' section for Hesiodic poetry. See D.W. TANDY & W.C. NEALE, Hesiod's
Works and Days. A Translation and Commentary for the Social Sciences (Berkeley
1996); S. NELSON, God and the Land. The Metaphysics ofFarming in Hesiod and
Vergil, with a translation of Hesiod's Works and Days by D. GRENE (New
York-Oxford 1998).

33 See section 1.1.
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to the appearance of the Muses in mount Helicon at the
moment of Hesiod's Dichterweihe. The farmer is advised to
plough the land after the rise of the Pleiads in the sky, just as

the poet Hesiod begins his song only after the divine epiphany
of the Muses in Helicon.

The analogy between farming and poetry is also implied by
the expressions o5to<; toi tceSlcov iziXsrai vop.o<; (388) and

aypsiot; 8' eoroa ettscov vopo<; (403).34 Of these two verses the
former determines how agriculture is practiced, whereas the latter

refers to Perses' 'meadow ofwords', which will be completely
useless when he (Perses) asks for his neighbours' assistance. In
other words, Hesiodic tradition sets land cultivation (denoted
by the former expression) on the antipods of beggary (delineated

by the latter). At the same time the semantical and aural

interplay, within this limited space of a few verses, between

vopot; and vopoc, 'legitimizes' the metaphorical interpretation of
the aforementioned passage. The language of Perses, his £7tsa,

being that of beggary will be rejected both by his brother Hesiod

(396-397: syw Se rot oüx etciScoctoo / ou8' sTupeTpTjcrM

...)35 and by his neighbours. Being dypslop, the 'meadow of
words' Perses is using will not yield any products, whereas the

undertaking of agricultural work at the right season (394: dipt.'

fxs^TjTat), which the internal narrator's voice suggests, will
eventually lead to a decent life. Extending this figurative antithesis

34 See Hesiod. Works and Days, ed. with Prolegomena and Commentary by
M.L. WEST (Oxford 1978), 259, who offers the following parallel passages: 11.

20.248-249: crTpsnxy 81 yXcocrcf Icrxi ßpoxcöv, noXfep 8' evt pü0oi / Ttavxoibt, Inlcov
SI noXop vofxöc; ev0a xal Iv0a, Horn. Hymn to Apollo 3.20-21: navx?) yap xot, Ooiße,
vopöp pEpXr]axai coS%, / iqjjlIv äv' Tjraipov nopxixpocpov -qS' ävä vyjcroup, PlND. Nem.
3.82: xpaylxai 81 xoXoiot xansiva vlptovxai, AESCHYL. Ag. 685: yXcoatrav Iv xuya
vlpicov. Agriculture is used as a metaphor for poetry not only in Greek but also
in Vedic tradition. See R. NÜNLIST, Poetologische Bildersprache in der fruhgriecht-
schen Dichtung (Stuttgart-Leipzig 1998), 135, who refers to ploughing, sowing
(Rigueda 10.101.3-4) and pasturing (Rigveda 1.114.9) as metaphors for the
language of poetry.

35 See WD 648: Ssi^to 8y) xot pixpa noXucpXoioßoio 0aXäcnrY)i; & WD 694:
ufxpa tpuXäcrcrEcrOai.
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further, one may plausibly argue that the TCsStcov vopo<; in the
'Agriculture' section is a trace of the poetological dialect of the
WD in epic and didactic disguise. By inventing a language
which befits work instead of beggary, the Hesiodic tradition
shows that it is only this poetical dialect that is able to create
an analogy between farmer and poet, and is, therefore, entitled
to expect, farmer-like, a rich harvest from its own metaphorical

meadow of song.36
Another aspect of the analogy between farming and poetry is

the meticulous description of making a ploughshare. The insistence

of the Hesiodic text on the importance for the farmer of
selecting the right material in given quantities is so typical, that
it has been interpreted as a 'working' analogy for the process of
selecting the right dictional material (words, expressions etc.)
by the poet.37

36 Apart from the 'meadow of words', archaic epic employs two other
agricultural' metaphors for poetic speech, that of xap-Trop (a) and that of ploughing,
sowing or pasturing (b). See N0NL1ST 1998, 135-141 and 214, who offers the
following examples: (a) PlND. Ol. 7.7-8: xai eyw vexxap yuxov, Moiaav Sonv,
äs0Xo<p6poi<; / ävSpamv nepraov, yXuxuv xaptrov cppevop, PlND. Isthm. 8.46-46a:
ettewv 8e xapra? / oü xaxecpOtve; (b) PräTINAS, PMG 710: oü yav aüXaxutpevav /
äpcöv, äXX' acrxacpov paxeücov, PRATINAS, PMG 712a: pojxe aovxovov Sicoxe /p7)xe
xav aveipevav [['Iaaxi]] / poüaav, aXXa xav peaav /vsciv apoupav aloXi^e xtu peAsx
Mel. Adesp. 923.4: aXXoxpioic S' oü piyvuxai poüryav äpoüpaip, Mel. Adesp. 947a

Simonides?): ä Moüaa yap oüx a—opcoc yeuei xo 7tapov povov äXX' Ixspysxa'.
7tavxa 0epi£opsva, PlND. Ol. 9.25-26: ei aüv xivi poipiSico 7taXapa / eipaipexov
Xapixcov vepopat xocttov, PlND. Ol. 11.8-9: xa pev apexepa / yXücrcra Ttoipatveiv
e0eXei, PlND. Pyth. 6.1-3: 'Axoüaax'' ^ yap eXix<07u8op AcppoSixap / apoupav i)
Xapixtov / avaTroXipopev PlND. Nem. 1.13: atteipe vuv äyXaiav - xivä vaoco
PlND. Nem. 6.31-33: BatraiSaicuv a x' oü amxvit^ei, xaXaioaxop ysvea, / 18t.a vau-
crxoXeovxep E7U-xcopta, fhepiScov äpöxatp / Suvaxoi Tcapeyeiv rroXüv üpvov äyeptiycov
epypäxtov, PlND. Nem. 7.104-105: xaüxa 8e xpic xexpaxt x' äpTtoXeiv / axopia
xeXeOet, xsxvoi-tuv axe pai)iuXaxap "Aibc, K6piv0op", PlND. Nem. 8.37-39:.
Xpuaov eüyov-xat, tteSiov 8' exepoi / datepavxov, eyo> 8' äcrxoTp aSoiv xai y0ovl yuTa

xaXütjjai, / aivecov aivvjxa, popipav 8' eTtunteipcov äXtxpoTp, PlND. Nem. 10.25-26:
expäxTjcre 8i xai 7to0' "EXXa-va crxpaxov TIuOcovi, xüya xe poXtov / xai. xov 'loOpoi
xai Nepea axetpavov, Moi-aaicri x' e8<o;' äpocrai

37 See M.S. Marsilio, Farming and Poetry in Hesiod's Works and Days (Lan-
ham-New York 2000), 15-21.
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WD 422-436:

xyj(j.O(; ap' uXoxofrslv fi.s(LV7)[i.svo<;, wptov spyov.
oXgOV [LEV Xpl.7t687]V xdfXVSlV, U7TSpOV 8s Tpt7IY)yU,
a^ova 8' £7TTa7r68Y)V' piaXa yap vu toi apptsvov oöxw
ei 8s xsv 6xTa7t687)v, <xko xai ocpöpav xs xapioio.
xpi<j7U0afxov 8' di|;!.v xapivsiv 8sxaSd>pa> äfxd^T).
TtoXX' STCtxapiTtuXa xäXa' cpspstv 8s yoTjv ox' av supTjp
eic, oixov, xar' öpop SiL^pisvo;; 7] xax' apoupav,
rcptvtvov öp yap ßoucriv äpoüv oyupwxaxop scrxiv,
süx' av Ä07jvatY)£; Spupop sv sXupiaxi izr^a-C,

yopicpoicuv TisXaaap 7tpoaap7)psxai iaxoßoT)!..
Sota 8s 0SCT0at apoxpa 7tov7)<jd[i.svo£; xaxa oixov,
aüxoyuov xai tctjxxov, etoI 7toXu Xühov oöxw
st y' sxspov a^atp, sxspov x' £7U ßouai ßaXoto.
SacpvYjp 7] 7TxsXs7)p axtcoxaxot taxoßoTjsp,
Spuöp <8'> sXupta, Ttptvou 8s yuTjp

The most impressive feature of the above passage is neither
knowledge nor accuracy of information but rather the emphasis

on the importance of selecting and measuring the proper
wood. Marsilio38 has convincingly argued that the poet chooses

for himself those mythical versions he is going to employ in his

song. Like the farmer who selects the appropriate material in
order to make a ploughshare, the singer, having at his disposal
a wealth of mythical variants whose authority is undisputed,
must select the material that is appropriate to his own song in
order to meet the needs of his audience.

The study of Hesiodic language39 has shown that the most
'innovative' or 'neoteristic' part in the entire Hesiodic corpus are

verses 401-600 of the WD, which represent a significant part of
the 'Agriculture' section. In particular, verses 421-430 offer
impressive examples of the way Hesiodic poetry reshapes
traditional material also attested in Homeric poetry. The words oXpiov

(423), £TtTa7i:687)v (424), yopcpouuv (431) are also attested in

38 Marsilio 2000, 18-19.
39 G.P. Edwards, The Language ofHesiod in its Traditional Context (Oxford

1971), 30-39; see also Marsilio 2000, 19.
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Homer, where they occupy exactly the same part of the verse.40

Edwards has shown that this is the case not only with identical
but also with similar words or expressions attested in Homer and
Hesiod. A good example is that of the forms oXoxop-oi (II.
23.123) and üXoTop.ouc, (II. 23.114), which correspond to 'Hes-
iodic' uXoxopeiv (WD 422) and are placed between positions 3-
5 in the dactylic hexameter, i.e. they occupy the entire second
foot down to the penthemimeral caesura. According to Edwards,
Homeric and Hesiodic language place the same or similar dic-
tional forms, more or less, in the same verse-position. These
observations are very crucial for the following reason. Despite
the fact that the Agriculture' section contains subject matter that
is not appropriate to the Homeric epics due to thematical restrictions,

it nevertheless draws, whenever possible, dictional material

attested in Homer and uses it in more or less the same metrical

manner. Sometimes, it makes bold new steps deviating from
its Homeric counterpart. Verse 427 offers a remarkable example
of such differentiation. Eutjv and ot' av are placed in such a way
that they ignore Hermann's bridge by creating a trochaic caesura
in the fourth foot of the hexameter line. By placing the word

yuY]v in this particular slot, the Hesiodic tradition highlights its

use for the narrative to follow. In fact, will become an
important thematic element in the ensuing verses.41

Furthermore, the Agriculture' section displays a special interest

in creating an analogy between the literal storing of the harvest

by the farmer and the metaphorical 'storing' of Hesiod's
advice in Perses' mind. This analogy is exemplified by the use

of the following terms:
(a) the verb cppa^ecrOai. is employed both for the advice given

to Perses (404: cppa^eaGai ypsiwv te Xooxv Xtpou t' <xXswpvjv) and

40 IL 11.147: 8X[j.ov 8' lor ectoeus xuXivSEdOai 81' ouT/.ou; II. 15-729: Opvjvuv scp'

STCTairoSvjv, Xinz 8' Lxpta v7]o<; ztaric,; Od. 5-248: yofxcpouriv 8' apa ttjv ye xal
apptovtyjcriv apccaazv. See MARSILIO 2000, 19, 74, ft. 90.

41 See Edwards 1971, 35; B. Peabody, The Winged Word (Albany, NY 1975),
183; West 1978, 266.
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for the advice offered to the farmer (448: cppaCstrOai 8' s5t' av

yspavou cpcovyjv ETtaxouastc;);

(b) the apostrophe vvpuE/piya vt)7ue is employed both for
Perses (286: aol 8' £yw scr0Xa voecov spsco, psya vt)7ue nipcrv),
396-397:... syw 8e toi oux S7u8waw / oi>§' £7Ufi.£TpY)aa>" spya^so,

VY)7UE IUpCTV), 633: &C, 7t£p Efi-Oi; T£ TC0CTY]p XOCl OOC, ptSyOC VY)7US

nfpcTY)) and for the farmer (456: v^7uo<;, oi>8s to o£8'- ...);42
(c) the verb tlBsuml is employed not only in respect to Perses

(27: d> IlEpcY), go 8s vodka tew £vtxaT0£o 0o[xw) but also in
reference to storing at home what is needed for building a carriage
(456-457: vrjTuoq, ouSs to o£8'p exoctov 8s te Soupav' ocpa^7)<;. /

twv rcpooOsv ptsXsTTjv EysptEv otxYjta OscrOat);

(d) the underscoring of the importance of reciprocity in farming

activities (349-350: sü [lev piETpsiaOai rrapa ysfxovcx;, s5 8'

(xttoSoüvou, / od>Tw xü ptsTpco, xat Xcotov, od xs Silvio«) as well as

in recognizing Hesiod's debt to the Muses (656-659: &0X' s0saav

TcoaSsc; pisyaXTjTopcx;' sv0a ps cpTjpti / uptvco vixYjcravTa cpspstv Tpf-
txo8' wtcoevtoc. / Tov ptsv syw Mouotji; 'EXixcovLaSscrcr' ocvs07)xa, /
Ev0a pis to TcpwTov Xiyopyjp ETXEpTjcrav dcotSyji;).

The metaphorical overtones of the 'Agriculture' section can be

also seen through the highlighting of Zeus. He is responsible
for raining (415-416, 488), it is he to whom the farmer must
address his prayers (465), he will offer abundance of goods (474)
but also hardships to mortal men (483), such as the winter season

(565). Zeus is then presented in the 'Agriculture' section as

both the cause of both benefaction and hardships for mankind.
Given that this ability of the supreme deity has been program-
matically underscored in the proem, where one encounters similar

vocabulary concerning the activity of Zeus, who is able to
increase and let grow the good man and destroy the arrogant
one, we are entitled to believe that the WD use Zeus as a link

42 On the address vr]7no<;, vr)7ue, piya V7j7ue m Hesiodic poetry, see J.S. CLAY,
"The Education of Perses: From 'Mega Nepioi to 'Dion Gems' and Back", in
Mega Nepios il destinatano nell' epos didascalico, ed by A. ScHIESARO, Ph MlT-
sis, J.S. Clay, in MD 31 (Pisa 1993), 23-33.
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between the poetological connotations of the proem and the

'Agriculture' section. In fact, as Marsilio43 has rightly observed,
the verbs pxvuöco, <xe£w {WD 6) and xapcpco {WD 7) belong to
farming vocabulary and are found in the 'Agriculture' section,
in verses 409, 394, and 575 respectively. Under this light, one
can see that agricultural vocabulary has been deliberately
employed in the proem, where the Hesiodic tradition presents
itself before it leaves the floor to Hesiod, the internal narrator
of the WD. In other words, the farming metaphor of the proem
is rounded off by its literal use in the 'Agriculture' section,44

making Zeus the link between the narrative agenda presented in
the proem and its practical manifestation in the farming
section.

Finally, another aspect of the poetological connotations of
the 'Agriculture' is the cicada imagery (582-584), which employs
poetical vocabulary to suggest a two-edged analogy, the positive
side of which refers to the Hesiodic poet, the negative side to
Perses. The relevant verses run as follows:

Vjptop 8e crxoAuptop t' ivOet xod •qyexa
SsvSpsw IcpE^optsvop AtyupYjv xaxaysuET' ioidrjv
tcuxvov Ü7TO TtxEpuycov 0spsop xaptaxwSsoc; cop/)

Both intratextual associations such as (1: äotSvjcn. xAstoucjat —
583: <xoi.8y)v, 583: Atyupyjv xaxaycusx' aotSyjv — 659: ev0a pis to
7tpWTOV Atyuprjp 2TOßv)aav äoiSyjc,, 583: SsvSpea» scpsCoptsvop —
593: ev axifj e^optevov) and intertextual analogies such as (582:

rjXexa textiE, — Archilochus 223 W: TSTTiyop ISpa^w Ttxepoü,

Callimachus, fr. 1.29-30 Pfeiffer: tu Tu0opt7]]v evt xotp yap dcel-

Soptsv ot Atyuv Vjyov / xeTTtyoc;, 0]opußov 8' oüx ecpDajcrav övwv)

clearly show the metaphorical connection between poet and
cicada.45 Petropoulos has even suggested that this analogy may

43 Marsilio 2000, 25-27.
44 MARSILIO 2000, 26. It is noteworthy that Perses is apostrophized as Stov

yevo? (299), in contrast to the internal narrator and the farmer who are closer to
Zeus as they obey his orders. See MARSILIO 2000, 76-77, ft. 111.

45 See G. NaGY, The Best ofthe Achaeans. Concepts ofthe Hero in Archaic Greek
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be alluding through the notorious laziness and lack of prudence
of the cicada to a negative comment concerning Perses.46

The cicada passage leads to further considerations concerning

the poetics of the 'Agriculture' section. Ornithological (yepcx-

vo<;, yJjy.yjj'Q or insecticidal (tstt'4) imagery is used as an
indication of seasonal change: the crane (448-452) is associated with
winter, the cuckoo (486-490) with spring, and the cicada (582-
596) with summer time. In addition to the mechanisms used to
link these three examples of ornithological or entomological
imagery found in the 'Agriculture' section, the activity of these

three birds 'replays' on the level of poetics what happens in
respect of farming as seasons change. Beginning with the winter

and the crane, moving on to the cuckoo and the spring, the
internal narrator is clearly heading towards the summer and the
cicada being the only bird its activity he is willing to assimilate

to that of the singer. The selection of the summer is not a

random choice. It functions as a proleptic advance mention of the

analogy that will be suggested in the ensuing 'Nautilia' section
between the literal sea journey and the metaphorical sailing at
the sea of poetry, activities which must take place at summer
time. If we press the point a bit more, following the steps of
Rosen, who drew an analogy between bad weather-good weather

on the one hand and poetical immaturity and maturity on the
other in the 'Nautilia section, we can then interpret Hesiodic
preference for summer time not in terms of working advice but
of poetic metaphor.

All the above observations show that the WD exploit a thick
web of associations between farming and poetry, which the
Homeric poems are unaware of. Before drawing any more
thorough conclusions, we need to turn our attention to the 'Nautilia'

section.

Poetry (Baltimore-London 1979), 302 ft. 11; R. Rosen, "Poetry and Sailing in
Hesiod's Works and Days", in Classical Antiquity 9 (1990), 99-113 [107-109];
Marsilio 2000, 77, ft. 113.

46 See J.C.B. PETROPOULOS, Heat and Lust. Hesiod's Midsummer Festival Scene

Revisited (Lanham 1994), 77, ft. 29.
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The 'Nautilia' (618-694) contains in its larger part advice

concerning the time and means that Perses, Hesiod's alleged
brother, should use in order to gain profit from seafaring. However,

the 'Nautilia' has gained its own poetic profit because of a

famous self-referential statement of poetics made by 'Hesiod'
himself, a statement directly linked to his receiving a poetic
award, which virtually amounts to a remarkable acknowledgment

of his poetic skills. In particular, 'Hesiod' explicitly refers

to a song-contest he participated and won in Chalkis, in the
funeral games ofAmphidamas. He amply states that this was the

only time he traveled by sea and that after winning this contest
by singing a hymn (657: upvcp vixyjetavTa), he dedicated his

prize, a tripod, to the Heliconian Muses. The brief reference to
his short journey over a limited stretch of water from Aulis to
Chalkis becomes the stepping stone to a daring poetological
leap: the bay of Aulis is explicitly connected to the sailing out
of the Achaean army for Troy and implicitly to those epic poems
dealing with the Trojan War.

This poetological reading of the aforementioned section was
first proposed by Nagy47 but it was systematically pursued by
Rosen,48 who convincingly showed that the 'Nautilia' functions
as a "pictorial triptych", where the first and the third part refer

literaly to commercial activity at sea, whereas the second part,
the centrally located sphragis, explains through an effective poetic
metaphor the other two parts.

47 G. Nagy, "Hesiod", in Ancient Writers. Greece and Rome, ed. by T.J. Luce
(New York 1982), I 43-73 [66]. R. Hamilton, The Architecture ofHesiodic Poetry
(Baltimore-London 1989), 69 argues that the reference to the Trojan expedition
m the Nautilia'section must be linked to the passage dealing with the heroes in
the Myth of Races. I do not agree with W. NICOLAI, Hesiods Erga. Beobachtungen
zum Auflsau (Heidelberg 1964), 126-127, who has argued that verses 631-662
form a coherent unit, since the very text of Hesiod employs specific and clear-cut

ways in order to separate the first part of the 'Nautilia' (618-645) from the
second, i.e. the self-referential sphragis, and from the third (663-694). See Hamilton

1989, 68. West's view (1978, 55) that the sphragis has been composed as

an alternative proem to the 'Nautilia' se»ms far-fetched, but is useful in the sense
that it, too, underscores the programmatic style of verses 646-662.

48 Rosen 1990, 99-113.
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Rosen49 plausibly argued that expressions like vauxi/ir^ Suct-

TuspcpsXou L'pepot; oc'ipsi (618), vyjoc, Ttxspa 7tovT07r6poio (628),

psxpa 7toXucpXotaßoi.o 0aXacr(j7]p (648) - psxpa cpuXacrcrscrOa!.

(694), epywv p.£[i.v7)p.£vo<; eIvocl / cbpouoov rravxtov (641-642), oute

xl vauxiXt7]p CTEcrocpiapEvoi; outs xt vvjwv (649), xocraov xol vy]cov

ys TC£7r£ip7)pai 7toXuyopq3wv (660), Xtyupyjv xaxaysuex' <xol8y)v

(583) - XLyup-?)p ETtEpvjtjav äoiSyp (659), the interrelation between

^ WD 624-628: vrja 8' in ^neipou spugai 7ruxagai xe Xl0oigiv / toxvtoOev,

ocpp' igytog' avspcov psvoc; uypov asvxtov, / yslpapov E^spuga«;, iva py) txu0y) Alo<;

Öpßpo«;. / orcXa 8' ETOxppsva rcavxa xsco syxaxOso olxco, / suxogpcuc gxoXlga«; vyjo«;

7TT£pa 7rovTQ7r6poLo. For the figurative wings of poetry, see ROSEN (1990, 109),
who brings attention to verse 237-254 from the Corpus Theognideum: got psv
syco TCTEp* s8coxa, guv oL; in dcrceipova ttovtov / 7ttox7)gY)L xal yvjv 7tagav asiooLisvoc
/ pYjiSiox;* OoIvyjlc; 8s xal EiXa7tivY]igi Trapsggyji / sv 7tagat<;, 7roXXtov xslpsvo«; sv gxo-
pagiv, / xal g£ guv auXigxoigi AiyucpOoyyoi«: veol av8ps«; / suxogpcoc spaxol xaXa
x£ xal Xiysa / aigovxai. xal oxav Svocpspvj«; u7uo xsu0sgi yaiY]«; / ßvji«; ttoXuxcoxuxou^
el«; Ai8ao 86pou<;, / ou8s7cot' ouSs 0avcbv a7roXeL«; xXso«;, aXXa pEXYjgsi«; / «xcp0ixov

av0pco7toi<; aisv sycov ovopa / Kupvs, xaO' fEXXa8a yvjv gxpaxpcopsvo«; *^8' ava v^gou^
/ ivOuosvxa 7T£pcov 7t6vtov £71* dxpuysxov./ ouy L7X7XCOV vcoxoLgLv scp*qpevo<;, aXXa gs
TC£p(J;si / ayXaa Mougacov 8copa logxscpdvcov / 7iagi 8' ögoLgt pspYjXs xal
sggopsvoigtv aoiSyj / sggyji opto«;, ocpp5 av yyj xe xal t^sXlo«;* / auxap sycov oXiyY)«;

7rapa gsu ou xuyyavco ai8ou<;, / aXX' cog7TEp pixpov 7raiSa Xoyoii; p' jdTraxai,,.«;. For
the same metaphor, see also NÜNLIST 1998, 277-283, whence the followings
examples: ANACREON, PMG 376: apOslc 8yjot' ol-ko AsuxaSo«; / 7rsxp7)«; kq koXlov

xupa xoXupßco (2.E0UCOV EpcoxL, ANACREON, PMG 378: avaTCExo^aL 8y) 7tpo<;

"OXu[X7rov TCXEpuysggi xoucpyjLi; / 8l«x xov "Eptox'* ou yap spol < - u > 0eXel guvyjßav,
TELESTES, PMG 805b: aXXa ptxxav ayopsuxo«; a8s paxaioXoytov / (papa 7tpog£7t-
xaO' 'EXXaSa pougoTroXcov/ gocpa«; ettl^Oovov ßpoTOL«; xsyva«; ovel8o-;, mel. adesp.,
PMG 954b: piXsa p£XL7rT£pfaixa Mougäv, PlND. OL 9.11-12: TtxspoEvxa 8' I'el

yXuxuv / riu0covcc8' OLgxov ouxol yapaL7t£X£cov Xoycov scpaiJ/EaL, PlND. Pyth. 5.114-
115: ev xe MoLgaigL 7toxav6c arco paxpoi; cpiXa«;, / 7TE(pavxaL 0' appaxvjXaxa^ gocpo^,
PlND. Pyth. 8.32-34:... to 8' ev nogl pot xpayov / ixto xsov ypeo«;, & 7raL, vscoxa-
xov xaXcov, / spa 7roxav6v ap(pl payava, PlND. Nem. 6.48-49: TrsxaxaL 8' ekl xe

y0ova xal 8ia 0aXagga<; xy)Xo0ev / ovup' auxwv, PlND. Nem. 7.20-23:... eyoj 8s

7tXeov' sXTCopaL / Xoyov 'OSuggsoc; r\ 7ra0av - 8l«x xov aSusTaj y£veg0' "Op7)pov / inzl
(|^Eu8£gL oi 7roxava <xe> payava / gspvov ETtsgxi xi, PlND. Isthm. 1.64-66* ely] viv
sixpcovcov TtxEpuysggLv aEpOsvx' ayXaai«; / PIiEplScov, sxt xal riu-0co0£v 'OXupTuaScov
x' E^aipExoi«; / AXipsou spvsgi cppa^ai yeipa, PlND. Isthm. 5.63: xal 7tTsp6svTa vsov
gup7rsp(|yov upvov, PlND. fr. 227'.... vscuv 8s pspipvai guv ttovolc; siXiggopsvai /
8oH,av Euptgxovxi* Xap7T£i 8s ypovco / spya psx' ai0£p' <a£p>0svxa, BACCH. fr. 20B.
3-5:... oppalvco xi 7TEp7r[£Lv / ypugsov Mougav 'AXs^avSpco 7rx£p6v / xal
gup7tog[tai]giv «xyaXp' [sv] Eixa8£g[giv, PRATINAS, PMG 708.3-5:... eps 8el

XEXaSsiv, sps Sei 7raxay£tv / av' opsa gupsvov psxa Nat«x8cov / ola xe xuxvov ayovxa
TtOlXlX67tX£pOV pEXop.
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literal poverty and poetic destitution {WD 20-26) and the
metaphor of the ship and wings (624-629) amply show that the
entire 'Nautilia section should be interpreted as a bold
manifestation of Hesiodic poetics.

2. Audience

2.1 Creating an internal audience (Phaeacians-Perses)

The Odyssey and the WD insist on poetological signs, as one
can infer from the special concern they show in respect of
creating a chief internal narrator and a main internal addressee.

Homeric epic is characterized by the presence of an omniscient
external narrator who controls the action and decides about the

rhythm and deployment of the plot. Various characters function

as secondary narrators-focalizers (to employ the apt narra-
tological term of de Jong), who have their own internal
audiences. But the Odyssey despite this rather strict narratological
framework, makes a daring step of unprecedented size and

weight by creating a chief internal narrator, the poem's principal

hero, Odysseus, who relates to an internal audience, the
Phaeacians, his own version of his wanderings, from his departure

from Troy to his arrival at the island of Calypso. This is

effectuated through the so-called 'Apologoi', his extensive
embedded narrative in Books 9-12. Mutatis mutandis, the WD
show a similar concern with poetics which, with the exception
of the proem, is absent from the Theogony. Moreover, the WD
exploit Odyssean concerns about poetics, especially in the
sphragis (646-662), the most heavy loaded with poetological
overtones passage of the entire epic.

In the light of the multiple poetical strands of this section, let
us now turn to the sphragis (646-662) and compare it with a dic-

tionally relevant passage from the Odyssey (8.159-164). The
sphragis constitutes an autobiographical' section within a poem,
voiced in a distinct narrative tone, signaling through self-referential

statements the author's (if we are dealing with a histori-
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cal author) or the tradition's personal trademark. Given the
strictly determined narrative agenda of the sphragis, it is worth
considering the diction of this personally charged sub-section,
the more so since it shares certain features with the way the
Odyssey depicts Alcinous' sponsoring of the games in Scheria,
which included athletic and musical contests.50

WD 646-662 {sphragis):

eüt' av etc' sp-rcopajv Tpsi|;ap äscrttppova 0opov
ßouXvjai ypea TE TCpotpuysiv xal Atpov aTspTCsa,
§sli;a> St) toe. psTpa TCoAucpAotcjßo!.o 0aXa<T(7Y)p,

OUTS Tl VaUTE.Xt7]p (7£(70Cp(.(7pSV0p OUTS TE. VY)WV
oü yap tcco tote vtji y' stcstcAcov supsa tcovtov,
si p.7) sp Eüßotav iE, AüAtSop, 9j nor' Ayaiol
psivavTsp ystpcuva tcoAuv ctuv Aaov aystpav
'EAAaSop e?; isp^p Tpoer)v sp xaAAtyuvaixa.
EV0a S' lya>v etc' as0Aa Scacppovop ApcptSapavTop
XaXxtSa t' sip ETCEpTjaa' Ta Se rcpo-rcscppaSpsva tcoXXoc

dc0A' s0saav TCatSsp psyaXYjTopop' ev0a pi cpyjpi

upvw vtxYjaavTa cpspsiv TpmoS' örweviK.
tov psv syco Mouotjp 'EXtxaivtaSscjcr' aveOyjxa,
EV0a ps to TCpcoTov XiyupYjp ETCsßTjcrav exoiSyjp.

TOtJdOv toe. v7)wv ys TCSTCEipTjpai TCoXuyopcpcov"
dcXXa xai wp spsw Zy)vop voov atytoyoio'
Mouaai yap p' sStSa^av <x0s<jcpaTov üpvov astSstv.

Odyssey 8.159-164:

"oü yap a oüSs, ^sTve, Savjpovi. cpwTt stcrxw
a0A«v, ola te tcoAAo. pet' äv0pco7toi.cn TCsXovTai,
ctAAa tü op 0' apa vt)e. tcoXuxXtjiSe. 0ap(^cov,
äpyop vauTacov oi te TCp7)XT7)p£p eacn,
CpOpTOU TE pVTjpCOV Xal ETCtCTXOTCOp fjcnv oSatcov

xspSscov 0' cxpTCaXscov oü8' ä0Xy)T7)pi. sotxap."

In the Odyssey (8.159-164), the dc0Aa/ae0Aa refer to athletic
contests, while Odysseus is compared to a man of the sea who
cares about his cargo and aims at acquiring profit greedily. In

50 See R Scodel, Listening to Homer Tradition, Narrative, and Audience (Ann
Arbor 2002), 178.
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like manner, Perses must turn his mind to seafaring {WD 642-
643) taking care of his cargo. In contrast to this initial analogy,
Perses' cargo soon becomes figurative, as it designates Hesiodic

poetry and, likewise, the dc0Xa/a£0X<x do not indicate martial or
athletic events but poetical contests (654-655: sv0a 8' sywv stt'
ae0Xa 8odcppovo<; ApcpiSapavxcx; / XaXx(8a x' etc, STtspTjcra) and

prizes (655-656: xoc 8e 7rp07rE<ppa8p.£va TtoXXa / &0X' eOectocv

TtatSEp p.£yaXy]xopo<;). Unlike the Odyssey, the WD present a

framework of contest and rivalry which is colored neither by
the aristocratic ideal of reciprocity nor the beguiling greed of
deceit, but rather by the nocpta and knowledge of commercial

antagonism, which necessitates the opening up of Hesiodic song
to a larger audience, no more in miserable Ascra, but in Chalkis,
the metaphorical gateway to poetical recognition and fame. The
poetical contest in which Hesiod excels and the prize of his
victorious performance presuppose the ruseful mind of the traveling

merchant, who knows the metra ofthe turbulent sea, i.e. the
rules of poetry, and is able to escape poetical isolation. In this

way, Hesiodic poetry introduces for the first time in ancient
Greek literature a new, complex but fascinating definition of a

poetry-prize. Exploiting at length the figurative aspect of xep-
8op, Hesiodic song redefines poetic xXeop, evaluating it not
through Homeric standards but by means of a metaphor taken
from the world of economic and commercial activity.

The Odyssean presentation of sea-trade and the general tenor
of the Hesiodic 'Nautilia set the tone for elaborating the
aforementioned comparison even further. The Odyssey capitalizes on
the emphatically stressed polarity between two versions of sea-
trade activity, narratively epitomized in two distinct seafaring
communities, the Phaeacians and the Phoenicians. Dougherty
has carefully presented the two communities, which share
certain common features, such as possession of wealth, excellence

in weaving, and, most importantly, ships and sailing.51 At the

51 C. DOUGHERTY, The Raft of Odysseus. The Ethnographic Imagination of
Homer's Odyssey (Oxford 2001), 102-121 and, m particular, 112.
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same time, the two peoples are strongly differentiated in respect
to the manner they perform trade. In fact, the Odyssey depicts
Phaeacians and Phoenicians as belonging to opposite ends of
the spectrum: the former do not engage in profit-bringing activities,

despite their excellence in seafaring, whereas the latter are
famous traders, merchants, and overseas sailors. Phaeacian

proficiency in ships is reflected in their very names, which are
derived from the world of the sea, whereas Phoenician talent is

deflected in their manipulative greed for profit at all expense.
Conducting an almost altruistic guift exchange, the Phaeacians

inhabit an ideal world of unceasing agricultural productivity,
while the Phoenicians seem to have turned themselves to
seafaring activities because of the pressure of dire necessity.
Dougherty has convincingly shown that the Odyssey "attempts
to carve out a position for the Greeks somewhere between the
idealized model of gift exchange represented by the Phaeacians
and the negative image of trade as a kind of piracy projected by
the Phoenicians".52 Setting the Hesiodic picture of seafaring
activity next to this Odyssean tableau, one can see that the WD
negotiate for the same middle ground between the two extremes.
This time however, the middle ground is defined in terms of a

personalized conflict between two brothers, Hesiod and Perses.

Whereas the Odyssey fuses Phaeacian and Phoenician elements
in the amalgamated personality of the epic's principal hero,
Odysseus, the WD consciously indulge in highlighting a

dynamic tension between productive labor and carefully planned
seafaring activity on the one hand, and idleness and risky, profit-
yielding sailing undertakings on the other. What is more, the
WD exploit this motif even further, as they use it as a pretext
for poetical considerations lying at the heart of the poem's recon-
ceptualization of a rival Odyssean tradition.

This line of interpretation is decisively reinforced by the
reference to Hesiod's victory in verses 656-659. In an athletic contest,

the victor used to dedicate the laurel-crown of his athletic

52 Dougherty 2001, 112.
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triumph to his own city, as a sign of recognition of the city's
participation in his victory but also as a kind of protection, an
almost magical aegis fending off any sort of danger. In Hesiodic

poetry, the dedication of the tripod the poet won at the funeral

games of Amphidamas in Chalkis to the Heliconian Muses is

also a symbolic acknowledgment of his debt to them, who first
taught him the art of song. Kurke53 has plausibly argued that the

epinician poetry of Pindar and Bacchylides has reappropriated
and adjusted Homeric xXsoc to the political framework of y.uSoc

by substituting the Homeric king with the city, which does not
only receive but also shares the victor's fame.54 Under this light,
the use of athletic terminology (8c0Xa/a£0Xa, vLxyaavva), the
dedication of the victor's prize, the tripod, to the Heliconian Muses,
and last but not least, the framework of commodity trade by sea,

which the 'Nautilia' successfully advertizes, are harmoniously
orchestrated in order to promote a symbolic economy ofHesiodic
xXE oc,.

Seafaring trade, profit-gaining commercial antagonism, cargo-
carrying ships, choosing a season suitable for sailing enterprises,
all these issues allude to poetical value.55 Hesiodic poetry in its

53 L. KURKE, "The Economy of Kudos', in Cultural Poetics in Archaic Greece.

Cult, Performance, Politics, ed. by C. DOUGHERTY & L. Kurke (Cambridge 1993),
131-163 [137-138].

54 See PlND. Ol. 5.1-8: Ti|nr)A5v dcpexav xal axEcpavaiv atoxov yAuxuv / toiv
OiXu[i7ua, 'Dxeavou Ouyaxep, xapSla yeAavet / äxapavx<57to86p t' än-qvaq Sexeu

T'aüfnop re Scopa' / op xav accv 7t6Xiv auipcov, Kap.api.va, Xaoxpocpov, / ßcopoüp er
SiSüpoup eylpapev sopxatp fkcTiv peyioxatp / utto ßou0umaip äeBAcov re TtEpTtapspoip
aptXAatp, / Itcttoic, yjptovocp xs povap7ruxla xs. xlv Se xuSoc aßoov / vixaoac «veOajxs.

xat ov Traxsp' 'A-xpcov' £xapu?e xai xäv veoixov eSpav.
55 A.T. Edwards, Hesiod's Ascra (Berkeley-Los Angeles—London 2004), 44-

62 offers a detailed economic analysis of Hesiod's presentation of trade and xep-
Sop. He maintains (61) that "Hesiod expresses an ambivalent attitude towards
trade". The author is certainly right when he argues that "[t]he possibility of ker-
dos is offset by the risks presented by sea-voyaging to life and goods" (61). According

to my argument, this analysis should be placed within the context of poetical

references 'Hesiod' makes in the 'Nautilia'. The "continuity between trading
and farming and the subordination of both to the self-sufficiency of the oikos",

as EDWARDS 2004, 61 has argued, does "Ot only refer to the interrelation between

trading and farming for the community of Ascra, but it also connotes the continuity

of Hesiodic song.
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struggle to utter its own, distinct and identifiable voice, to sing
its own song, constructs a metapoetic language aiming at being
both traditional and innovative. In this respect, the metaphor of
the right season for sailing is useful and instructive. Hesiod

argues that one should not start his poetic career on the figurative

wings of epic poetry, but should wait for the öspaioc, irXoop,
the period of fruitful inspiration, after having mastered the

technique of sailing. Under this scope, singing the Theogony, which
at all probability lies under the general term upvoc; (657) Hesiod

employed to refer to his song in Chalkis, is a much more
prudent choice than the risky business of singing a long and

demanding epic poem, in the manner of the Homeric epics.

Appropriating imagery stemming from the world of economic

activity may seem strange, to say the least, but in fact its function

has to be conceived in relation to the position Hesiodic

poetry ambitiously claims for itself.
The dcOAa/asOXa stand both for the song contest and for the

victor's poetic prize, and in that way, the funeral games in honor
of Amphidamas in Chalkis consitute an excellent opportunity
for Hesiod to make his song known to a larger audience. Clay56
has rightly emphasized the fact that the autobiographical
references to 'Hesiod' throughout the WD have a metaphorical,
rather than a literal meaning. Even the mentioning of Cyme as

the birthplace of Hesiod's father may be concealing an allusion
to the common origin of Homer (according to the Herodotean
life of Homer)57 and Hesiod, as well as to their ensuing poetic
differentiation. Extending Clay's argument further, one may
argue that the negative portrait ofAscra as a miserable dwelling
place throughout the entire year must not be interpreted in
terms of geographical and historical accuracy but as a poetic
metaphor. By mapping out the perils of poetic isolation,
Hesiodic poetry attempts to trace its opening towards a larger audi-

56 Clay 2003, 181.
57 Cf. 1-3. See also Homeric Hymns, Homeric Apocrypha, Lives ofHomer, ed.

and transl. by M.L. WEST (Cambridge, Mass-London 2003), 371, ft. 21.
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ence. It is not inferior to Homeric poetry, only to its widespread
fame. Ascra and Chalkis, poetic isolation and advertisement
respectively, constitute the two poles of Hesiodic poetic
topography. The journey from Ascra to Chalkis is therefore a

metaphorical iter to poetic fame, a transition from the local,
epichoric community of Ascra to a pan-Hellenic58 audience in
Chalkis. Hesiodic song is equally well equiped with its famous
Homeric rival, as it also knows ofwell-bolted ships (660: xocraov

toi vy)cov ys 7CE7tstpY]p.(Xt. TcoAuyopcpcnv) and the measures of the

loud-roaring sea (648: §edjco Syj xoi pexpa 7roXucpXolaßoto

OaAacrarjc), and is able to sail successfully to the sea of archaic
Greek epic.

In respect to Perses as internal addressee of the WD, the

following observations should be made. Obbink has argued that
"in the archaic and early classsical period such extreme
sphragidization, which we may define as the embedded assertion

of the identity of the poet with his narrative persona,
betrays anxieties over the ownership of poetry and its status as

property. The introduction of addressee(s) is one way in which
the relationship between the poet and his audience may be

articulated or negotiated, in such a way that the poet nominally
retains control over the poem as created artifact, but initiates
its transfer to a general audience through the mediation of an
elite, exclusive addressee". The obsession of the WD with a

dispute between Hesiod and Perses over property issues should be

seen in a double perspective: the tradition our poem belongs to
aims both at consolidating its status and identity and also at
addressing a larger audience. The property quarrel should be

58 The pan-Hellenic scope of the WD can be seen in the themes this epic
develops. One, often neglected theme, is its very subject matter and, in particular,

the emphasis laid on the oikos as the only remaining community, now that
polis and periphery are not operating by the old set of rules. This 'social' aspect
of the poem is applicable to all peripheral communities experiencing tensions
with the polls-center and so its applicability dovetails well with the pan-Hellenic
aim of Hesiodic song. See D.W. Tandy, Warriors into Traders. The Power of the

Market in Early Greece (Berkeley—Los Angeles-London 1997), 214-215.
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interpreted in similar manner to Hesiod and Perses, who are fic-
tive characters of the plot, mere masks under which the Hesiodic
tradition of didactic poetry, usurping the epic and lyric
constraints of its age, carefully discloses its face, its addressees, and
its aims. The property dispute between the two brothers is not
textually asserted autobiographical trivia, at least not more than
Hesiod himself and Perses. By "inventing" the property dispute
with its special addressee, Perses, the Hesiodic tradition of didactic

epic mirrors on the level of the plot a typical poetic strategy.
The fraternal relation between Hesiod and Perses is, in fact, an
effective way to represent the audience on the level of the plot.
By creating a fictive addressee, Perses,59 to whom a fictive poet,
Hesiod, addresses his advisory song, the tradition of didactic

poetry, which we may call Hesiodic, is able to make its message
successful and much more effective.

Greek and Roman poetry make ample use of fictive addressees,

somehow related to the speaking T, such as Cyrnos in the Corpus

Theognideum, Pausanias in Empedocles, Theodoros in
Dionysius Chalkous, Moschos in Archestratus of Gela, Mem-
mius in Lucretius' De Rerum Natura. In contrast to Eastern
traditions, where the addressee is often the son of the man who
advises, the aforementioned examples indicate that an addressee

'socially equivalent' to the master or wise advisor is of prime
importance for the effectiveness of the poem's didache. In fact,
Hesiod's superficially distinct personae as mouthpiece of the
Muses in the Theogony and as counselor in the WD are interrelated

through the appropriation of a seemingly autobiographical
detail, namely his status as a metanastes. Martin60 has rightly

59 See scholia vetera [PERTUSi], Prolegomena, B 9-16: Mexoc xyjv yjpco't.'x^v

yeveaXoytav xal xou<; xaxaAoyou«; ette^xyjge xaLvoupyvjaat toxAlv sxepav U7r60£aiv
xal Sy) xaxaypY]c0£vxtov xcov el<; TcoX£|i,ou<; xal (rayon;, xal xvjc; yEcopylac; ScSaaxaAlav

£i<7(p£p£[i xal xcov Yj[T£pcov xy|v xpaatv, 7rpoGco7rov ava7tAacra<; xal 7tapaXaßcov <xo>
xou aSsAcpou IHpGou, eI'xe xax' aAvjOEtav, elxe xaxa xo £UTrp6aco7rov xal app.6£ov xvj
OTCO0EGEI, coc; av p.Y) SuGTCpoacüTuov £tY) xal Iva So$7] £$ eptSoc; x% xaxa xov aSfiAcpov
£7rl XOUXO £XY]Xu0£Vat.

60 R.P. MARTIN, "Hesiod's Metanastic Poetics", in Ramus 21 (1992), 11-33.
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argued that certain features of the WD, such as (a)

autobiographical information concerning Hesiod, his brother, and their
father, (b) certain aeolisms popping up in 'Hesiodic' dialect, (c)

incorporation of verse-long maxims in the text, and finally (d)

preference for rare dictional coins instead of more common ones
(avoaT£o<;, cpspeoixo<;), must be reevaluated in relation to the
audience this song is addressed to. By presenting himself as the

son of an immigrant from Asia Minor, Hesiod assumes the
persona of a foreigner, a metanastes, aiming at making his advice

more persuasive to his audience. The authority of didactic epic
is considerably strengthened, as Hesiod presents himself speaking

as some other', who, by extension, holds a superior position
to those he is advising. A good analogy is that of Phoenix in the

Iliad, who arrives at Phthia as a metanastes, only to become at
a later stage the educator ofAchilles. Concocting specific plot-
conditions' for transmitting a didactic message constitutes an

indispensable and well established method used by a poetic
tradition, in order to create the necessary framework for expressing

its didache. Under this scope, Perses as Hesiod's brother is a

much more effective choice than the invention of, say, a

hypothetical son. Perses has the advantage of belonging to the same

generation with Hesiod and so his brother's gocpla need not be

presented as belonging to an older and more experienced
person. This strategy would have been completely incompatible
with the position of metanastes Hesiod desires to assume.
Hesiodic poetry boldly replaces the typical didactic pair of master-
student, father-son, old-young, for it aims at emitting its message

from the position of a metanastes, an outsider, a wandering
bard, not from the point of view of a wise old man. By fostering

the crocpia of a metanastes, Hesiodic poetry is able to put its

lasting mark on its didactic song and claim future success by
addressing different and varied audiences. To accomplish this
goal, it needs a song wider in scope, a pan-Hellenic didactic
epic, whose didache will not be limited in miserable Ascra but
will address, traveling as a metanastes, an itinerant bard, the
whole of Hellas.
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2.2 The pan-Hellenic scope ofHesiodic poetry

The pan-Hellenic perspective of Hesiodic poetry can be best

exemplified in the way this epic deals with mythical variants. I
have selected the so-called 'Hymn to Hecate', a passage which
has attracted time and again scholarly interest. Hellenists have
focused their attention on the following topics: (a) the size of
the 'hymn, (b) its insertion in the midst of genealogical
catalogues, and (c) its peculiar encomiastic tone for a 'second-category'

deity, such as Hecate. I begin by offering a brief presentation

of the various theories proposed:
(1) The analytical theory: its supporters have argued that

the 'Hymn to Hecate' is an interpolation, a later addition to
the main body of an Ur-Theogonie (like the Ur-Ilias), which
would bear the undisputed trademark of one and single poet,
the historically determined Boeotian poet Hesiod. The
arguments of the analysts are of two kinds: dictional eccentricities
or deviations from Hesiodic diction or Hesiodic semantics

showing that the hymn may have been added later to the main
body of the Theogony either by propounders of orphism61 or by
someone who was familiar with such a tradition from the area

of Eastern Asia Minor (this is the place Hesiod's father came
from).62 Sellschopp63 has argued that the word Ttp.7) is twice
attested in the 'Hymn to Hecate' with a meaning that deviates
from regular practice. In verses 414 (^ Si xod iarspoevroc; oar'

oüpavou sppope Tipr/jc;) and 418 tcoAAy) te oi sgtceto Tiprj),
the word -upcf) does not designate Hecate's position in divine
hierarchy but the special place she occupied for mortal men.
Most of this argumentation has been successfully dealt with
already in the 19th century,64 and West in his commentated

61 A. Fick, Hesiods Gedichte (Güttingen 1887), 17.
62 U. VON WlLAMOWITZ-MOELLENDORFF, Der Glaube der Hellenen I (Berlin

1931), 169 ff.
63 I. SELLSCHOPP, Stilistische Untersuchungen zu Hesiod (Hamburgl934), 52,

ft. 83.
64 See Hesiod. Theogony, edited with Prolegomena and Commentary by M.L.

West (Oxford 1966), 278.
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edition of the Theogony65 removes once and for all the suspicions
raised by Kirk66 concerning the authenticity of this passage. In
this case, a general observation concerning the use of stylistic
criteria for deciding about the genuiness of a given passage in
Hesiodic poetry might be expressed in the following way:
determining Hesiodic style is extremely hard and the limits of
'normality' or 'regularity' in respect to vocabulary, syntax, and
semantics are a slippery concept. Moreover, if any deviation
from regular use is considered the privileged ground of an
imitator or some sort of Hesiodic Bearbeiter, then it is clear that
we are following the wrong path. The chimaeric search for dic-
tional uniformity may end up in an obsessive linguistic
determinism, which is at odds with the very nature of oral poetry
such as Hesiodic song.

(2) The 'biographical' theory: according to the scholars who
have fostered this interpretation, the 'Hymn to Hecate'
reflects, through the emphasis it places on certain elements

pertaining to the actual cult of this goddess, Hesiod's personal
connection with her. Aly has argued that the hymn shows that
Hecate belonged to an unofficial private cult.67 Along these

lines, Pfister68 has even maintained that the Hesiodic Theogony
devotes considerable space to a lesser deity belonging to the
lower classes because, contrary to the Homeric epics, it does

not address aristocratic circles but the lower peasantry. The
social dimension of Hesiodic poetry has been interpreted by
the biographists as indicating the social reality a historical Hes-
iod belonged to. The biographists do not simply believe in a

historical poet, creator of the Theogony and the WD, but they
also take for granted the convergence of physical and poetical

65 WEST 1966, 276-280.
66 G.S. KlRK, "The Structure and Aim of the Theogony', m Hesiode et son

influence, Entreuens Hardt 7 (Vandoeuvres-Gen&ve 1962), 63-107 [80].
67 W. Aly, "Hesiodos von Askra und der Verfasser der Theogome", in Hesiod,

ed. by E. HeiTSCH, Wege der Forschung 44 (Darmstadt 1966), 65, ft. 23.
68 F. PFISTER, "Die Hekate-Episode in Hesiods Theogome", in Philologus 84

(1928), 1-15 [8],
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reality. What the school of Neoanalysis has succesfully done in
the case of Homeric poetry by drawing the line between physical

and poetical reality, the supporters of the 'biographical'
theory in Hesiodic poetry have failed even to comprehend.
And what is even worse, this a prion belief has led them to

argue that Hesiodic poetry is the degraded counterpart of
Homeric epic, the poetry of the poor and the socially weak
West has claimed that the use of the same name, Perses, both
for Hesiod's brother and for Hecate's father is not a coincidence

but must be interpreted in biographical terms, since it
shows the special importance the goddess Hecate had for Hesiod's

family.69 Despite the fact that this view does not end up
in the textual dissecting of the analysts, it virtually endorses

their pattern of reasoning, i.e that the 'Hymn to Hecate' bears

a close relation to the personal life of Hesiod. Mazon has,

more or less on the same tone, maintained that the Theogony
has been composed for some festival in honor of Hecate, who
must have been worshipped in Ascra as a local variant of the
tcotvioc 0Y)pwv.70 The same view has been also adopted by Van

Groningen, who has thus attempted to cater for the privileged
place Hecate occupies within the Theogony.71 Inextricably
linked to Hesiod, his personality, his family, his place of
origin or, last, the cubic practice of his region, the 'Hymn
to Hecate' became for the supporters of the 'biographical'
theory the lydian stone for a historically-based interpretation
of Hesiodic poetry, an interpretation which is nothing more
than a predicted reshuffling of the cards of historical
determinism.

(3) The 'religious' theory: the definite advantage of this theory

is the use of interpretive criteria which are not historically

69 WEST 1966, 276-280
70 Hesiode Theogonie, les Travaux et lesJours, le Boucher Texte Stabil et traduit

par P MAZON (Pans 1928), 5
71 B A VAN GRONINGEN, La composition litteraire archaique grecque (Amsterdam

1958), 269-270
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determined. Judet de la Combe72 and Wismann73 think that
Hecate is representing chthonic powers, whose ultimate origin
is Gaia. Therefore, Hecate is a relic from the older generation
of the Titans, but nevertheless is part of the world of Zeus,
whose kingdom the Theogony celebrates. Boedeker74 underlines
the tri-functionalism of Hecate (authority, power, productivity)
that virtually reflects the three basic functions of the proto-
indoeuropean religious world and the proto-indoeuropean
heroic pantheon. According to Boedeker,75 Hecate is the
transformation of an older indoeuropean divinity, the female
equivalent of Zeus, who is, of course, the par excellence representative

of tri-functionalism.
(4) The 'gender-oriented' theory: Zeitlin76 has argued that

the principal feature of the 'Hymn to Hecate' is its opposition
to the myth of Pandora, which will soon follow as the Theogony

goes on. The 'Hymn to Hecate' must be seen as the positive
side within a series of negative female creatures of the Theogony,
Pandora being the most negative example. From a purely structural

point of view, this theory is corrroborated by the fact the
Hecate and Pandora frame the passage devoted to the birth of
Zeus, the key figure in the entire epic.

(5) The 'textual' theory: the main supporter of this theory is

Clay77 who has laid emphasis on the 'wilfullness' of Hecate, her

72 P. JUDET de la Combe, "La derniere ruse: Pandore dans la Theogonie", in
Les metiers du mythe Lectures d'Hhiode, ed. by F. BLAISE, P. JUDET DE LA COMBE,
Ph. Rousseau (Villeneuve d' Ascq 1996), 263-299.

73 H. WlSMANN, "Propositions pour une lecture d' Hesiode", in Les metiers du

mythe. Lectures d' Hesiode, ed. by F. BLAISE, P. JUDET DE LA COMBE, Ph. ROUSSEAU

(Villeneuve d' Ascq 1996), 15-24 [21].
74 D. BOEDEKER, "Hecate: A Transfunctional Goddess in the Theogony.", in

TAPhA 113 (1983), 79-93 [85].
75 Boedeker 1983, 92.
76 F. ZEITLIN, "Signifying Difference: The Case of Hesiods Pandora", m Playing

the Other. Gender and Society in Classical Greek Society (Chicago 1996), 53-
86.

77 J.S. Clay, "The Hecate of the Theogony", in GRBS 25 (1984), 27-38 [34-
37].
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mediating ability between mortals and immortals, so that the
former may receive from the latter what they ask during the ritual

sacrifice. Clay's analysis is heavily text-based but at the same
time she makes good use of certain aspects of the 'religious' theory

of Judet de la Combe and Wismann, who also see Hecate

as a bridge between the human and divine worlds. In fact, this
function of Hecate must be textually linked to the episodes of
Prometheus and Pandora that follow. Rudhardt's analysis is also

textually oriented despite the fact that it is heavily depended on
the religious aspect of Hecate.78 According to this view, Hecate

owes her privileged treatment in the Theogony to her ability to
benefit and harm at the same time.

(6) The poetological theory: the principal supporters of this

theory are Griffith and Nagy. Griffith has convincingly argued
that Hecate stands for the transition from an older state of the
world to the new one, which the Hesiodic Theogony strongly
promotes. Hecate's role should be seen, according to Griffith, as

poetical, not as biographical reflection of a historical poet in the

text. According to Nagy, Hecate is a 'synthetic' deity with a pan-
Hellenic scope. Her presence in the Hesiodic Theogony, which
Nagy believes was performed in a pan-Hellenic festival, is

consonant with the deliberate effort on the part of the Hesiodic
tradition to reach out to a wider audience interested in a song
of pan-Hellenic range. The same view is accepted by Stoddard,79

who oscillates between the poetological and the textual theory.
This balance between these two aforementioned theories is probably

the most crucial contribution to decyphering the function
of this riddling hymn.

My own contribution to this ongoing dialogue concerning the

'Hymn to Hecate' attempts to put into good use most of the
aforementioned analyses with the exception of the 'analytical'
and 'biographical' theories. I would like to make it clear that the

78 J. RUDHARDT, "Ä propos de I'Hecate hesiodique", in MH 50 (1993), 204-
213 [211-213].

79 Stoddard 2004, 7-11.
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poetological aspect of the 'Hymn to Hecate' is, in fact, consonant
both with the 'textual' theory, which explains the placement of
the hymn, and with the 'gender-oriented' and 'religious' theories,
which underscore the hymn's relation to Zeus. On the other
hand, none of these theories is able to explain the size or the

structure of the 'Hymn to Hecate'. Given the pan-Hellenic scope
of the Theogony, we should 'read' the hymn as an effort made by
the tradition this epic represents to become 'recognizable' as a

tradition trying to reach a pan-Hellenic audience. The hymn is, in
my view, an early form of sphragidization, which I define as an
internal indication that this specific Theogony, is the Hesiodic
Theogony, the most authoritative version among other rival
theogonies. This argument is based on the following: (a) The so-
called 'rhetorical' features of the 'Hymn to Hecate' (noticed by
Friedländer80 and Solmsen81) may be seen as an effort (also
observable at the proem of the WD) to make this passage
'Hesiodic', as a trademark of its authenticity and personal character;
(b) by inserting a hymn of such length within the rather monotonous

genealogical lists, the Theogony shows considerable maturity

in dealing with traditional material, which it is able to appropriate

to its own purpose; (c) the use of the name Perses both for
Hesiod's brother and for Hecate's father shows that if Hesiod
and Perses represent the chief internal narrator and internal
addressee respectively, then the 'Hymn to Hecate' may well stand
for another poetological strategy of the Hesiodic tradition to create

for its audience recognizable links between its subject matter
and its own performance conditions. In other words, it would
have been a very effective policy of poetic promotion to address

the advice contained in the poem to a fictive addressee, Perses,

whom the song itselfwould 'introduce' to its audience by a name
that the father of a pan-Hellenic deity, Hecate, also bears. To

ensure that the connection between the two is made, the Hes-

80 P. FRIEDLANDER, "Das prooen.ium der Theogonte", in Hermes 49 (1914),
1-16 Hesiod, ed. by E. Heitsch, WdF 44 [Darmstadt 1966], 277-294).

81 F. Solmsen, Hesiod and Aeschylus (Ithaca, NY 1949), 5 If., ft. 169.
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iodic tradition would have taken great pains to offer this
information to its audience, by inserting it in the 'Hymn to Hecate';
(d) the reference to as0Aa (Th. 435-438: ectOAy) 8' a50' otcot'
av8ps<; ocedXeuooa' ev aywvi, / ev0oc 0sa xal tolc, TOXpayivETO«

0VLV7]ai., / vtxYjaoc; 8k ßb] xai xapxei, xaAov as0Aov / peia qsepsL

yaipcov ts, toxeucti 8k xü8o<; otox^ei.) indicates the existence of an

agonistic context, pointing to that of the 'Nautilia', where Hes-
iod refers to his victory in the poetic contest in Chalkis. The
analogy is remarkable: as the Muses through their divine
epiphany inspired Hesiod and made possible, in the long run, his

distinguished performance in the funeral games for Amphidamas,
so Hecate stands by those who participate in contests and helps
them win; (e) the use of diction which is employed in poeto-
logically colored passages: SuarziiioeXoc {Th. 440) — {WD 618),

psia {Th. 419, 438, 443), pvySiax; {Th. 442) — psa / psTa {WD
5, 6), arpoyETOto 0aXacra7)<; {Th. 413) — TtoXucpXotffßoto docXdaarji;

{WD 648). Needless to say, I am not arguing for any poetolog-
ical connotations inherent in the aforementioned diction. I am
simply highlighting the fact that passages of poetological coloring

display, on a secondary level, equivalent dictional features,

triggered by the analogous function of these passages; (f) the
honor (ripf)) Zeus has bestowed to Hecate may be seen as an
internally expressed encomium to that poetic tradition which
treated this divinity in such a privileged manner. A great theogo-
nic poem needs great deities, identifiable by all audiences, standing

beyond the borders occupied by local gods and goddesses.
The 'Hymn to Hecate' may be seen as the trademark of Hesiodic

poetic credo, which desires to surpass the limits of Boeotia and
become the par excellence theogonic song of the Greek world.

2.3 Epic rivalry

One of the basic tenets of oral poetics is that poetic traditions
tend to shape themselves through a dynamic process, namely
through their acquisition of a recognizable identity that would
differentiate them from other traditions belonging to the same
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genre. Stability is thus acquired through a process of 'marking'
certain features, passages, characters with a personal poetic
stamp that would at once make them identifiable as belonging
to this and no other poetic tradition. This dynamic, 'synthetic'
process leading to an obsession with surpassing rival epic traditions

extends to other song-traditions (external) but also involves

epics belonging to the same tradition (internal). I will first deal

with external epic rivalry, i.e. with cases where the Hesiodic
tradition 'confronts' its Homeric counterpart.

2.3.1 External epic rivalry

The 'Nautilia' section has been recognized as the locus classi-

cus for this sort of epic rivalry. The Hesiodic tradition employs
the well-known reference to the sailing of the Greek fleet from
Aulis to Troy as the 'Homerically colored', mythical catch-

episode, and turns it into a background reference to an epic
tradition from which it deviates. What is of particular interest and
has not been, to my knowledge, carefully studied, is 'how' this
reference is treated by the Hesiodic tradition. This would, of
course, lead to another, equally important question: does
Hesiodic tradition treat references to rival traditions in the same

way Homeric tradition deals with references to other, say Cyclic,
traditions? An interesting case-study is that of the second

'Nekyia' in Odyssey 24 and especially the speech of Agamemnon

to Amphimedon in verses 192-202:

"ÖXßiE Aaspxao toxi, TOXupajyav' 'OSuaasü,
Vj apa cruv [xeydcXy] äpsxf) exty)(jcl> axoixiv'
ose, äya0al 9psvEp Vjaav ocpiufxcm IlTjvsXoTrstY],

xoup7] 'Ixapiou- ose, eü fXEfwyjx' 'OSuayjoi;,
av8po<; xoupiSiou. xü ol xXsop ou tcox' oXsitoci
Vjp apsxyk, xeu^oucti. 8' ETuyOovtoicriv <XOI.8Y)V

<x0avaxoi. yapkacrav systppovi IItjvsXotceit),
oüy ose, TuvSapsou xoupv) xaxa (Ajcraxo spya,
xouplSiov xxsivaaa tzogiv, axuyept) Ss x' aotSy]
scrcysx' in' txv0pw7i:ou<;, yaX£7iY|v 8s xe 9Y)p.i.v otoxctctei
07)XuxEpy](Tt. yuvai^f xod 1) *' suspyo? ETjcrtv."
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As I have extensively argued elsewhere82 this "highly sophisticated

passage (24. 192-202) has a special importance for the
poetics of the Odyssey, since it deals with yCkioc, which 'entails not
only a relationship between heroes, but one between poems as

well'".83 In this passage, it becomes clear that "Penelope is not
simply the model of the loyal wife, the good queen who waits
for Odysseus to come home; she is the vehicle that redefines

xXsoc, in such a way that it becomes a condition for the creation
of the poem's own subject-matter. As a result, in this highly
sophisticated passage Penelope emerges in a metapoetic cloth
becoming the emblem of the poetics of the Odyssean xXeo<;".84

This example shows that the Odyssey inscribes the contrast
between Penelope and Clytaemestra and, in consequence,
between Odysseus and Agamemnon within a framework of epic
rivalry, of contrasting its song with other epic songs, in this case

with the Nostoi. The supremacy of the Odyssey is thus established

through a process not of 'condemning' other rival traditions

to silence but by hinting, en passant, to them, only to certify

its own poetic supremacy.
Revisiting the Hesiodic epic of the WD, one can detect a

truly remarkable analogy between the Hesiodic expression xep-
8op apv]ca and its Homeric equivalent xXeop dcpeaOai.,85 as well as

its formulaic allomorphs s5yo<;/xu8o<; apsaOoci..86 In the 'Nautilia'

82 C.C. TSAGALIS, "Odyssey 24, 191-202: A Reconsideration", in WS 116
(2003), 43-56 [54].

83 A.T. EDWARDS, Achilles in the Odyssey. Ideologies ofHeroism in the Homeric

Epic (Meisenheim am Glan 1985), 90.
84 Tsagalis 2003, 53-54.
85 See C.C. TSAGALIS, "The Metaphor of Sailing and the Athlon of Song:

Reconsidering the 'Nautilia' in Hesiod's Works and Days", in 'AOXa xai 'EnaOXa

axa O/irjoixd Enrj, Ilpaxxixa xou 10°" AieOvou; Opvjpixou SuveSpiou (I0axt), 16-
18 Se-TtTepißpiou 2004), forthcoming.

86 KXeck;, Eüyop, xüSoc «psaOat / IL 7.203: Sot; vtxvjv Ai'avxi xai äyXaov e5yoc
äoEaflat / II. 12.407: yd^ex', iizei oi 0upic><; eeXttexo xüSoc dpstrOat / II. 16.88: Scoy)

xüSoc äoEgOai. EpEySouTto; -notnc, "Hpy)<; / II. 17.16: reo (iE Ea xXeoc ectOXov evl
Tpwscroiv apEttOat / IL 17.287: dtrxu 7toxt atpexEpov epusiv xai xüSoc aoExOar./ IL
17.419: actxu toxi cjcpexepov spucrai xai xüSoc äoEgSat IL 20.502:... o Be iexo xüSoc
äoEctOai IL 21.297:... SESopsv Se xo: eÖvoc äoEsSai. / IL 21.543:... (tEvsaivE Se
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section, the expression xepSoq apTjai (WD 632) is directly linked
to the metaphorical use of cargo {WD 631-632: xou tots vvja
0oy]v aXaS' eXxegsv, sv Se xs cpopxov / appevov svxuvaaOat, IV
oi'xaSe xepSop apyjai), which has been regarded as a disguised
formula pointing to poetics.87 Once we have established a

figurative use of cargo, then it is much easier to understand that
the cargo-dependent' formula xep8o<; apTjoci alludes to poetical
profit. According to the findings of historical linguistics, the
connection between xspSoq and a poet's profession was initially
self-evident. The pathbreaking studies of Watkins88 and
Campanile89 in Celtic and Welsh traditions have amply shown that
cerdd, the equivalent of Greek xepSop, was the standard form
expressing not only the idea of'job', profession', but, specifically,
'a poet's profession', 'poetry', and 'music'. "It is obvious", as

Campanile rightly argues,90 that "initially poetry was conceived
under the light of a professional activity, as profit bringing
labor".

In fact, the dictional convergence between Hesiodic xspScx;

apyjat, and Homeric xAeop ocpstrOai may be interpreted as a read-

ySAoc (xpgfrOai. / II. 21.596: ouS' zt zaazv )\~6a/xov xuSoc «psgögi / Od. 22.253:
Scot) 'OSuca^a ßAvja0ai xai xGSoc «pggQaL Theog. 628: auv xetvot<; vr'xriv re xal
ayXaov sOyq^ gosfrOaL / Sc. 107: zq yzipfxc, ayouat-v, Iva xlzoc scrOXov apTjai /
fr. 75-19 Merkelbach-West (Catalogue ofWomen sive Ehoiai)\ vtxY)<xrji xai ol Sojyji
y.Z'jc,} xüSoc acsfrOa'.

87 See B. GENTILI, Poetry and its Public in Ancient Greece From Homer to the

Fifth Century (Baltimore-London 1988 [transl. by A.Th. COLE]), 64, who,
setting performance poetry in its social context, rightly remarks: "What is involved
is a different perspective on reality, and a new measure of man, more suited to
the changed political conditions of Greek society and to the continuing development

of the new exchange economy that had replaced the landed wealth (ploü-
tos) of the past with a new wealth derived from colonial expansion and business
(kerdos). In many cases the prerogatives to be claimed on the basis of inherited,
inalienable power, capacity, and wealth were diminished or profoundly altered.
The new plutocratic agathot, unlike the aristocratic agathoi of an earlier age, could
only boast the unstable wealth acquired through the toils and risks of trade".

88 C. WATKINS, How to Kill a Dragon Aspects ofIndo-European Poetics (Oxford
1995), 76.

89 Campanile 1977 (note 31 above), 37.
90 Campanile 1977, 37.
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ing-guide for Hesiodic poetics. In this way, a clear authorial voice

begins to be heard, aiming at promoting a new form of poetical

profit: not Homeric xXeo?, xuSop, eöyoc; dcpscr0ou any more,
but an equally inspired Hesiodic xAeoc;.

The Hesiodic tradition employs in the 'Nautilia' section the

same rival tactics as its Homeric counterpart. It does not
condemn' the Homeric tradition to silence but uses it as the

necessary background against which it will 'issue' its poetical
manifesto. The fact that both traditions, Homeric and Hesiodic, deal

in the same way with matters of external epic rivalry is very
important. By using either an episode (the sailing from Aulis)
or a character of the plot (Penelope and Clytaemestra) as a

means to allude to an epic tradition, the Homeric and Hesiodic

songs offer an internal testimony about the way we should treat
them. This sort of allusion shows that an ancient audience
would identify the sailing to Aulis with the tradition of the Trojan

War while the reference to Clytaemestra would point to the
direction of the Nostoi. This common way of creating intertex-
tual allusion is a sophisticated means of epic indexing and may
well be regarded as a trademark of the genre of Archaic Greek

song.

2.3.2 Internal epic rivalry

The Theogony and the WD show traces of a deliberate
tradition-internal rivalry, as it is also the case with the Iliad and the
Odyssey. Pucci has shown that the Odyssey employs in the song
of the Sirens Iliadic diction and formulas in order to make the
Sirens' call to Odysseus not only literal but also figurative.91 By
refusing to set foot on their island and by rejecting the content
of their song, Odysseus rejects the Iliadic tradition and decides

to stay on his Odyssean ship and remain the hero of the Odyssey.

91 P. PUCCI, The Song of the Sirens. Essays on Homer (Lanham-Boulder-New
York-Oxford 1998), 1-9 "The Song of the Sirens", in Arethusa 12 [1979],
121-132).
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Likewise, Segal has convincingly argued that in the Cyclops'
episode in Od. 9, Odysseus alters Iliadic formulas designating
•tCkkoQ in order to define, his own, new, Odyssean xXsoi;.92

Odysseus and, through him, the Odyssean tradition even
comments on Iliadic xXso<;, by implying that it is problematic in the
world of the Odyssey, since by acting as an Iliadic warrior and

killing the Cyclops, Odysseus will find himself trapped in the

giant's cave, as nobody is able to remove the huge rock from
the cave's entrance. By reshaping the xXso^-formulas, Odysseus
denotes a different kind of xXsoi;, not one depending on martial

power as propagated by the Iliad, but one ofwit, SoXoc, and,

most of all, of cunning intelligence (pij-n.<;) the Odyssey has

profusely bestowed its principal hero with.
Hesiodic tradition displays the same kind of internal rivalry

between the Theogony and the WD. The Prometheus and
Pandora digressions are good examples concerning the way the WD
considerably deviate from the treatment of the same myths by
the Theogony.

In the Theogony, the Prometheus myth is extensively narrated
and is followed by a rather brief reference to Pandora. In the
WD, it is limited in size but still anticipates the Pandora digression.

In the Theogony, the Prometheus myth interrupts the

sequence of the genealogically organized catalogues letting the
audience infer that it is the Hesiodic tradition which is in control

of the mythical apparatus it refers to, that what seems a

prima facie lemmatized mythological companion bears its own
lasting imprint. The Prometheus myth functions like an aition
in the Theogony, in order to create a link between the divine
and human worlds: offering sacrifices to the gods, stealing the
fire, Pandora the first woman, all these features show that this

epic aims not at mythologizing history but at historicizing myth.
In the WD, scholars have argued that the Pandora myth has

been embedded in the plot as an aition for the pithos, which is

92 C. SEGAL, "Kleos and Its Ironies in the Odyssey", in L'Antiquttf Classiqtie 52

(1983), 22-47.
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absent from the Theogony but is of crucial importance for the

WD, as it is inextricably linked to Elpis remaining at the bottom

of the jar.93 My own approach aims at highlighting the
connection between the Prometheus and Pandora digressions in the

WD, which is fundamental to the theme of internal epic rivalry.
Despite the fact that the myth of Prometheus anticipates that

of Pandora in the WD, as in the Theogony, the son of Iapetos
plays an indirect role in the Pandora myth, since his advice to
Epimetheus not to accept any gift from Zeus is not followed.
Mutatis mutandis, Prometheus acts very differently in the Zeus
and Pandora episodes: in the former he deceives, in the latter
he is, even indirectly, deceived. The emphasis lies in both cases

on the motif of deception, which is of fundamental importance
for the WD, since it underscores the strife between Hesiod and
his brother Perses from the beginning of the poem. Under this

light, one can see that the digressive function of the Prometheus-
Pandora myths in the WD systematically promotes speech as

the means through which deception is effectuated: Zeus offers
Pandora the gift of human voice (61), Peitho participates in
Pandoras preparation (73-74), Hermes 'translates' Zeus' advice

to give Pandora xuvsov xs voov xai £7uxXo7tov VjOoi; (67) into
^suSsa 6' aipuAioix; xs Aoyouc, xai £7UxXo7tov Vj0o<; (78). This
insistence on the importance of speech as a means of deceit is

not only an effort to connect the main theme of the epic with
the Prometheus-Pandora digressions, but also a poetological
gesture on the part of Hesiodic song, an implied self-referential
statement concerning the very subject-matter of the epic. This
observation is reinforced by the fact that Zeus' advice is

expressed in indirect discourse, against the traditional epic practice

of giving orders or advice in direct speech.94 This narrative
trick is in stark contrast to the Prometheus episode, which is

93 I. MUSAUS, Der Pandoramythos bei Hesiod und seine Rezeption bis Erasmus

von Rotterdam (Gottingen 2004), 51. For the Pandora myth as a whole, see
Musaus 2004, 13-66.

94 Pucci 1977, 87-88
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expressed in the form of a symmetrically balanced dialogue
between Zeus and Prometheus. The antithetical juxtaposition
of the two myths in terms of syntactical techniques points both
to the devaluation of Zeus' role in the Pandora myth and to a

significant promotion of Pandora. The use of indirect discourse
decreases the authority of Zeus, distributing his orders to various

gods who interpret them at will. But if Pandora is the mythical

paragon of deceit through speech, then this may well be a

self-referential statement concerning the WD at large, the more
so since this epic is programmatically and systematically
concerned with speech, it is after all a didactic epic. What is the
value of Hesiod's advice to Perses in a poem, where mortals hear
that speech can both persuade and deceive, argue and seduce?

These highly sophisticated digressions delineate the framework
within which the self-conscious didactic tradition of Hesiodic

song places itself. By making such a daring statement of poetics,

the WD allude to the Theogony, where the same myths were
employed as a trademark of supremacy against other rival
theogonic traditions.95 Internal epic rivalry acquires here an
extremely revealing aspect, since the poem of the WD uses material

familiar to the Theogony not to propagate its supremacy, as

is the case with the Odyssey vs. Iliad rivalry, but to disclose a

self-conscious, almost ironical glance at its own subject-matter,
the true mark of all great poetry.

Concluding remarks

Hesiodic poetry has often been regarded as 'secondary-level'

poetry, whose belonging to the same genre with its Homeric

95 See G.W. MOST, "Hesiod and the Textualization of Personal Temporality",
in La componente autobiografica nella poesia greca e latina fra realth e artificio let-
terario, ed. by G. ARRIGHETTI & F. MONTANARl (Pisa 1993), 73-92. MOST (91)

argues that "Hesiodic autobiography not only represents the self textually: it
constructs the self intertextually". He thus interprets autobiographical elements in
the two major Hesiodic poems as a revision and correction on the part of the WD
of material treated in the Theogony.
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counterpart must be based purely on employing the same meter,
the dactylic hexameter. Oral Poetics have opened the door to a

new world, that of oral or oral-based cultures and have

subsequently paved the way for understanding and appreciating a

new form of Poetics, long needed, in order to disclose the

fascinating world of Archaic Greek Epic. Under this scope, Hes-
iodic poetry is representing a tradition of epic song, which has

been crystallized in the course of the Archaic Period in a corpus
of given texts, which we call Hesiodic. The profound analysis of
Homeric epic under the light of Oral Poetics allows for an
extended comparison between the two traditions, Homeric and
Hesiodic, in matters of poetics. As far as the figure of the poet
is concerned, Hesiodic song shows a deeper interest in presenting

the process of acquiring authority to sing. The detailed
description of the Dichterweihe in the Theogony is unprecedented
and bears fruitful narrative results. The obsession with the 'first
beginnings' of things is reflected in the narrative trick of making

the beginning of the world and the beginning of song
converge. By adopting the focus of a mortal man who is narratively
'glancing at' the world of the immortals, the Hesiodic tradition
diverges from its Homeric rival, declaring that linearity and
genealogical taxonomy will become its principal guiding strategies.

The proem of the WD diverges not only from the
Theogony, where the speaking voice disappears after the lengthy
proem but also from the Iliad and the Odyssey, where the 'I' of
the narrator is almost covert as it is only mentioned by the
datives of the personal pronoun. The proem of the WD
inaugurates a poem stamped by the bold step towards the creation
of an internal narrator, a preoccupation the Odyssey has masterly

directed towards transforming its main hero, Odysseus,
into an authoritative internal narrator of only part of the plot,
the famous 'Apologoi'. In respect to what we have called
'commentary', the Hesiodic narrator employs with greater intensity
and, sometimes, different focus narrative techniques Homeric
epic is aware of. These techniques are perhaps more crucial to
the Theogony than to the Homeric poems. This is due to the fact
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that the Theogony is practically deprived of a narratee or narra-
tees, an internal audience. One needs only to bring in mind the

multiple internal audiences the Iliad and the Odyssey dispose of
to comprehend the difference. Lack of narratees necessarily robs
the Theogony of alternate means through which the Homeric
narrator makes his presence felt: presentation through negation
(Th. 488, 529, 687) is less frequent than Homer, an 'if-not
situation' occurs only once {Th. 836-838), temporal anachronies

are basically excluded because of the strictly genealogical and

chronological blueprint the Theogony follows. Despite all these

narrative deficiencies, the Hesiodic tradition has taken great
pains to build upon a solid genealogical scaffolding an epic
composition of considerable merit. Hesiodic song uses a thick web

of associations between farming and poetry the Homeric poems
are unaware of. This is not the case with metaphors concerning
the analogy between sailor and poet, which both the Odyssey

and the 'Nautilia section in the WD exploit at great length.
In respect to the audience, both the Odyssey and the WD

show consistent interest in creating internal audiences, the
Phaeacians and Perses respectively. This is not the case with the
Iliad and the Theogony. Like the Homeric poems, Hesiodic
tradition aims at a pan-Hellenic audience. The 'Hymn to Hecate'

may be seen as the trademark of Hesiodic poetic credo, which
desires to surpass the limits of Boeotia and become the par excellence

theogonic song of the Greek world. Hesiodic and Homeric

poetry show the same preoccupation either externally with
other rival epic traditions or internally between the poems
belonging to a given tradition. Through my analysis I have made

two new suggestions: (a) that the WD show significant similarities

with the Odyssey in respect to several issues: an internal
narrator, an internal audience, common metaphors for the sailor-

poet, the postponing of the internal narrator's coming into the

plot (Hesiod begins to offer his advice to Perses, only after the

mythological part, just as the Odyssey 'allows' Odysseus to narrate

his tales to the Phaeacian audience only in Book 9); (b) in

many respects the WD are to the Theogony what the Odyssey is
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to the Iliad. In both cases the later epic, even if this is a belief
of historical positivism refuted by oral poetics, seems to rival
the older one in a way that makes one think about the coincidence

of this analogy, which may be explained as the by-product

of genre-internal transformation, from martial {Iliad,
Theogony) to non-martial epic (Odyssey, Works and Days).



DISCUSSION

E.J. Bakker : You argue that the WD in its poetological stance

adopts a strategy different from the Homeric poems, in equaling

poetry with the ruseful mind of the traveling merchant. But
isn't that rather Odyssean? I'm thinking of Odysseus' second

speech on his gaster in which he states that the gaster, called
ooXopivY] just as Achilles' uTyic, is what drives people to piracy
and risky commercial adventures.

Chr. Tsagalis : Building on the foundations of Dougherty's
work on the Greeks standing somewhere between the Phaea-

cians' idyllic world and the Phoenicians' greed for profit, I
argued that the WD try to carve out an analogous place for rhe

poem's SiSayy), i.e., between productive labor and carefully
planned seafaring activity on the one hand, and idleness and

risky, profit-yielding sailing undertakings on the other. I agree
with Edwards who expresses the view that Hesiod has an
ambivalent attitude towards trade.

M. Fusillo : I would have a question regarding the category
of commentary on the 'story'. Your use of this narratological
concept is absolutely correct, and the results are certainly
stimulating. But I think that it would be maybe better to distinguish

between various degrees of this notion. The examples of
Greek archaic epic seem in fact still embryonic: a kind of micro-
level of commentary, especially if we compare them with the

praxis of Hellenistic poetry. Apollonius, for example, clearly
comments his own narration, expressing his personal vision of
the events (e.g. on the death ofApsyrtus or on the magical
elimination of Talos), and fully exploiting what Genette calls the

"ideological" (or "interpretative") function of the narrator.
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Moreover, I do not see a clear connection between the

"greater intensity" and "different focus", employed by the Hes-
iodic narrator in comparison to Homeric narrative techniques,
and the lack of a internal audience in the Theogony. Could you
please explain a little bit more this point?

E.J. Bakker : In the case of this etymologizing 'comment',
there may also be a polemic involved, an explanation of a

'difficult' word integrated within the poetic text. Modern linguists
at least do not take Hesiods KuxX-cotjj (wheel-eye) for granted,
thinking instead of an ancient and original xu-xXtotj;- Would
Hesiod's comment reflect this semantic issue?

Chr. Tsagalis : You are very right to draw my attention on the
various degrees of commentary 'in the story'. We should see this
narratorial intervention working vertically, not only horizontally.

Of course, when the comparison is made in reference to
Hellenistic epic, all this seems embryonic.

In respect to your question concerning the connection
between "greater intensity" and "different focus" or rather
"greater focus" because of the lack of an internal narrator in the

Theogony, I was simply wondering what means the narrator of
the Theogony would employ to make his presence felt, now that
he cannot address an internal audience.

A. Sens : Can I ask you to expand a bit on your observation
that the WD, like the Od., is concerned with "poetological signs"
inasmuch as it creates an internal audience. It seems to me that
the presence of an internal narrator is not ipso facto necessarily
a mark of poetic self-reflexivity. When Odysseus delivers a mini-
epic narrative in Books 9-12,1 can see that that might call attention

to the performance of epic as a genre. But can the same

thing be said about the very fact that Hesiod addresses himself
to Perses?

A propos of sTupa v. <xXt]0y]<; it strikes me that the real opposition

is between the infinitives, that is between those who speak
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ordinary things (Asyeiv) and privileged poets like Hesiod who
will be able to deliver a marked type of poetry (y^puaacrOai).

Also, a point of clarification. Can I ask about whether it is

really possible to speak about 'timelessness' in reference to the

gods of the epic world? After all, the poetry we have places them
exclusively in a markedly temporal framework.

G. Danek : Ich glaube nicht, dass für die Aussage der Musen
in Th. 27f. der Gegensatz zwischen exupoc; und <xkr\%r\c,

entscheidend ist, sondern der zwischen yeuSy);; und ahrfH^. Wenn
wir die Wortbildung von ä-AyOfp als "nicht-verbergend" verstehen,

so lautet die Aussage der Musen: "Wir können viele Dinge
sagen, die betrügerisch sind (i^euSea) und den realen Dingen
ähnlich sind; wir können aber auch, wenn wir wollen, Dinge
verkünden, die nicht-verbergend (äAvjOsa) sind".

E.J. Bakker: Aeyew in the first colon deserves more attention
than it has received so far. The term does not, I think, designate
a 'generic' sense of speaking; it is in fact highly marked in epic
diction, and is not one of the usual verbs for speaking. It denotes

speaking as "merely speaking", "just words", without substance,
which in fact makes the deceptive nature of even eTop.oi.cnv opoia
more remarkable.

Chr. Tsagalis : The Odyssey is the only archaic epic where an
internal narrator is privileged in such a way. The fact that
Odysseus tells his Phaeacian audience (Books 9-12) all his
adventures from Troy to the island of Calypso and — moreover
— the fact that he is also the central hero of the poem, the principal

plot agent is, in my view, a profound poetic statement. By
endowing its hero with exceptional poetic abilities, the Odyssey

or the tradition it represents, displays its special concern about
these issues. The Works and Days, in opposition to the Theogony,
have a main internal addressee, Perses: My analogy has to be

seen in the light of the antithesis these 'later' epics show in
respect to their 'earlier predecessors, the Iliad and the Theogony
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respectively. The Odyssey is clearly more interested in poetolog-
ical issues (there are two bards, Demodocus in Scheria and
Phemius in Ithaca than the Iliad. Mutatis mutandis the analogy

is valid for the Works and Days in respect to the Theogony,
where there is not an internal narratee.

In respect to the Hmm.1oikrjio. antithesis that was also

supported by Bakker's comments but refuted by Danek's argumentation,

I would like to say that (1) the words are not synonymous,
(2) that the fact that they are placed in two continuous verses may
be indicative of the poem's will to draw a semantical line between

them, (3) that they are accompanied by Xeyeiv and yyjpuaracrOai,

different (in fact very different) 'speaking' verbs. Bakker is very
right to underscore the fact that Xsyeiv is a highly marked verb in
epic diction, it means 'just uttering words' (note the adjective
TroXXa in toXXoc Xeyeiv), whereas yrjpuaacrOai. is imbued with
authoritative force as it is employed in religious language.

Finally, in respect to the question of 'timelessness'. Translating

divine into human time is one of the aims of the Theogony.
The genealogical organization of the past is the standard way to
'historicize' myth.

E.J. Bakker : You observe that the Theogony is more
concerned than the Homeric poems with 'starting point'
(apywpeO'). I don't deny of course that the Theogony with its
interest in 'birth' and 'origins' is different from Homer, but a factor

seems to me also that the beginnings of the Theogony and
of the Iliad are typologically different: the one is a hymn, to the
Muses, and should as such be compared to the Homeric Hymns
(that are concerned with 'starting from the God', just as the
Theogony) and that served as 'proems' to an epic performance.

Chr. Tsagalis : I fully agree with your point. Further study on
the Theogony's relation to the Homeric Hymns would be very
interesting. Let me just remark that the Theogony is a collective

presentation of the divine word, which has embedded and
reshaped a great amount of hymnic material (Hecate, Zeus etc.).
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